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Student news
Dear American Institute of
Professional Geologist,
I highly appreciate that you have
awarded me the AIPG Scholarship for
2015 in the amount of $1000.00. I am
very excited for this award because it
will help me in my quest to continue my
education and future.
This year as a junior attending the
University of North Dakota, I will be
continuing my passion in the field of
Geology. I hope to educate myself more
through the classes I have selected for
my undergraduate program and participating in graduate level courses. My
goal this year is to maintain a high grade
point average by continuing to study for
my classes and passing them with a high
percentage. As for my goal for the rest
of my career at the University of North
Dakota, I want to graduate with some of
the top students in my field and continue
working on research, as I will be working
on my senior thesis.

Again, thank you for awarding me this
scholarship and the opportunity to continue my education. I can now continue
my dream to be the best that I can be.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Kitowski
Dear Keri and the AIPG
Scholarship Committee,
Thank you so much for presenting me
with the AIPG undergraduate scholarship. Words are insufficient to express
my gratitude for this award. The funds
considerably assisted in covering the
cost of my field trip to the Basin and
Range region. It was a fantastic learning experience in so many ways, and
the scholarship allowed me to focus on
the opportunity instead of worrying
about the financial burden. Receiving
this award has been a great honor, and
I sincerely thank you.
Best,
Anna Stanczyk

Asking the Hard Questions - 2-Part
Career Building Workshop at UC Davis
a Success!
James A. Jacobs, CPG-7760 and Stephen J. Baker,
MEM-2353
The California Section had two meeting workshops in
the Spring of 2015. The first workshop was for professional
introductions at meetings and resume writing (first meeting
in April 2015). The second workshop in early May 2015 was
focused on phone interviews and face-to-face interviews.
Stephen J. Baker led the two-part workshop and developed
the program.
The interviews by phone were the real deal- the selected
students went outside of the conference room glass doors so
the participants could see their body language and we heard
their responses. After a few phone interviews and review discussions, the workshop featured the face-to-face interviews.
Hard but realistic interview questions were asked, such as
“where would you like to be in 5-years?” and “why do you want
to work at this company?” According to long-time California
section officer and winner of an AIPG Section Leadership
Award for 2014, Dave Sadoff, CPG-9933, what is rarely
heard at interviews, but sorely needed is for job candidates
to actually say: “I really want this job.” This was practiced
with great enthusiasm.
The sessions were led by Stephen Baker and Rob Campbell,
MEM-1564, official Student Mentors for the UC Davis
Student Section. James Jacobs, California Section president and Student Section Sponsor also grilled the potential
job seekers. Rob Zierenberg, MEM-2106, Student Section
Advisor, was also adding comments and advice. Tim Nelson,

www.aipg.org

The students at the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater had a ‘paperwork
signing moment’ to complete the AIPG
student chapter paperwork. Left to right
in the photo: Greg Guenther (Social
Media Officer); Laura Dykstra (President);
Dr. Rex Hanger (Faculty Sponsor); Tessa
Snell (Vice-President; Melanie Sorman
(Secretary-Treasurer). Welcome to AIPG
as the first Wisconsin student chapter.

SA-4789, Student Section President, and the other student
mentors and advisors received the California Section’s
Presidential Certificate of Merit at the beginning of the
meeting.
If your section wants to hold a similar workshop, please
contact Stephen Baker at Operation Unite (stevebaker@
operationunite.com). Stephen has added to his credentials
as a California Registered Geologist and California Certified
Hydrogeologist through the production of radio programming
such as “Water is a Many Splendid Thing,” an internet radio
program called “Conversations,” and the “Meet Your Mentor”
series. Interviews have taken Steve across the U.S. and India.
He was awarded the National Groundwater Association’s
“Special Recognition Award” in 2012 for his commitment to
the groundwater industry and community through involvement and achievement at local or regional levels.

Stephen Baker led interview sessions in the Job Hunting Workshop for
the UC Davis student chapter. The workshop was sponsored by the
AIPG California Section.
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Congratulations!
2015 AIPG Student
Scholarship Winners!
The AIPG Executive Committee is pleased to announce the awardees for the 2015 Student Scholarships. AIPG has awarded
thirteen scholarships this year. The first ever, AIPG William J. Siok Graduate Scholarship went to Karen Vyverberg, University
of Florida. The undergraduate recipients are Anna Stanczyk, University of Alaska, Anchorage; Christopher Kremer, Stanford
University; Taylor Krabiel, University of Nevada, Reno; Nathaniel Foote, University of Nevada, Reno; Eint Kyi, Oberlin
University, Ohio; Hannah Johnson, Kent State University, Ohio; Kevin Townsley, University of Idaho; Stephanie Kitowski,
University of North Dakota; Franklin Wolfe, Washington and Lee University, Virginia; Vanessa Fernandes, Hofstra University,
New York; Chloe Ivanoff, University of Alaska Anchorage, sponsored by the AIPG Alaska Section; and Jasmine Stefansky,
Central Michigan University, sponsored by the AIPG Michigan Section. Part of the scholarship application is to submit an
essay titled, ‘Why I want to be a Geologist’. Below are the essays submitted by the scholarship winners.
The scholarships are made possible by the support of the Foundation of the American Institute of
Professional Geologists and the AIPG members’ voluntary contributions.

Karen Vyverberg, SA-6287
The planet is one of the few
things that all seven billion of
its inhabitants have in common.
Consequently, I believe it is critical for humans to understand
how the Earth works if we are to
live with it, and ultimately, with
each other.
My desire to become a geologist
began after an undergraduate
class field trip to a local cave.
Wearing helmets and headlamps, we belly-crawled through
pitch black tunnels and sticky muck – I loved it. Exploring the
cave brought the material we learned in the class room to life,
and I realized that was the great thing about geology – the
entire planet was an example of what is in the textbooks, and
that I could walk out into it. Subsequently, several experiences contributed to my decision to become a geologist. These
included a field course exemplifying how scientific research
can have direct benefits at the community level, my own sealevel rise research, and outreach activities where I discussed
scientific ideas with the public.
In considering my post-graduate academia pursuits, one of
my goals is to be engaged in science policy. This field focuses
on science’s “big picture,” rather than the technical problems
solved along the way to an advanced degree. Science policy
professionals are tasked with understanding how advances
in a range of fields are applied for society’s betterment, and I
believe that geology is one of those fields.
As a senior undergraduate, I took a graduate level field
course, Geology of the Bahamas. The class consisted of weekly
discussions about Bahamian geology, culminating in a weeklong field trip to the island of San Salvador, Bahamas. This trip
allowed me to apply my independent research skills towards
a pressing current issue: potable water availability. I found
www.aipg.org

it immensely rewarding to design an experiment, collect field
data, and develop conclusions about the island’s subsurface
geology from chemistry alone with potentially important implications for the island’s residents. This experience provided
a real-world example of how geologic research can inform
important decisions like resource management and so provide
benefits to a broad group of individuals.
Now, I am extremely passionate about my doctoral research
on sea-level rise. I believe that understanding the stability of
the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets in a world where the
majority of an increasingly large population lives in coastal
areas is vital. Being a geologist allows me to apply my love of
science and learning to the real-time issue of sea-level rise.
Finally, as a volunteer for one of my department’s public
outreach program, “GeoGators,” I have come to love communicating science to young learners and sparking their
enthusiasm for science. Not only does volunteering my time for
outreach give me personal satisfaction and fulfillment, but I
have learned valuable communication, organization, and timemanagement skills that I now apply to my graduate research
and coursework. I believe the most important aspect of my
outreach work, besides honing my communication abilities,
is the excitement I experience and create when discussing
science with other scholars and the public.
These experiences have taught me that geology is a science which not only can teach us about our how our planet
evolved and functions, but how it will change in the future and,
therefore, our way of life. I want to be a geologist in order to
understand, and to educate others, about Earth’s future, to
ensure that we are a part of it.

Anna Stanczyk, SA-6099
They often say that the best suited career is the one you
dreamed of as a child. But like so many statements that
attempt to assign a truth to the population as a whole, this
saying has descended into the realm of clichés where it can easJul.Aug.Sept 2015 • TPG 9
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ily be discredited and dismissed by
the individual. Accordingly, I spent
years ignoring the early memories
of poring over rocks in my backyard
in search of crystals and natural
patterns, sure that this cultural
platitude did not apply to me. Until
finally, last year, I had an epiphany.
Perhaps I am not so unique as to
deny what “they say,” and by denying an adherence to a cliché I was
in fact denying my own calling. I
realized that I want to become a geologist and that I always
have. Having admitted this fact, my geological aspirations
can be broadly broken down into two categories of desire: the
selfish and the selfless.
Selfishly speaking, I am lured by the workplace environment, the nature of the science itself, and the connection to
something bigger than myself. To begin, having spent enough
time in an office building to figure out that is not what I want to
do, the allure of a career spent working outdoors while exploring geological phenomena is endlessly enrapturing. Secondly,
the study of geology itself piques my mind in a way few other
subjects have. As I see it, it marries the right brain to the left,
combining the logical concepts of science and mathematics to
the creative perceptions necessary for interpretation. I am
captivated by the idea that each rock, bed, and formation has
a story which we, as detectives, can piece together. Lastly, I
am drawn to geology by a notion that goes beyond the tangible
realm. Studying the visible processes of our tiny planet feels
like a connection to the universe, to something far greater
than myself. A sensation too complex for words, it can best
be compared to the feeling one gets when standing on the rim
of the Grand Canyon.
Selflessly speaking, I am greatly concerned about the future
of our planetary home. By becoming a geologist I hope to assist
in guiding the path we take in the treatment of our Earth,
both in establishing policies and in influencing perspectives.
I want to participate in the problem solving necessary to
achieve sustainable development of our current home while
also exploring other options. I aim to be a steward of the planet
who can read the language of the Earth and translate it into
knowledge and understanding for the humans who inhabit it.
In short, I want to share my passion as a student of the natural
sciences, and use it to truly make a difference.
I am at the forefront of my career as a geologist and thus
my current motivations undoubtedly sound idealistic, still
untainted by the realities of the field that I have just entered.
But it is these grandiose ideals that keep me excited and
motivated, even now while completing challenging academic
courses. My aspirations, both selfish and selfless, combine to
produce an enthusiasm for geology that cannot be contained,
reminding me of the initial intrigue I found amongst the
backyard stones all those years ago.

Christopher Kremer, SA-6173
I have exactly three recollections of rocks from my childhood. 1) There was a boulder at the end of my suburban
Connecticut street that my friends and I liked to climb. 2) My
favorite rock from a school museum trip was a giant nickel-iron
meteorite. 3) On the car ride to grade school every morning,
my dad would point to a smoothed rock outcrop in the midst
10 TPG • Jul.Aug.Sept 2015

of a housing development and
say, “Chris, a glacier made that.”
As I passed from childhood
to early adulthood, I rarely
thought about the first two rock
memories, but that glacially
carved outcrop always bothered
me. A mile of ice smothering
the picturesque New England
landscape? Unconscionable. I
accepted the fact quietly, but my
high school mind, then primarily
interested in debate and good
books, could not comprehend all that ice grinding against all
those rocks now covered by all those tracts of quaint condominiums. Road cuts through garnet schist weren’t intimate
glimpses of a past geologic era but were rather a component
of the built environment, like high rises and strip malls. As
far as I was concerned, geology was the stuff of National
Geographic spreads and natural disaster films, not of sound
scientific study or professional pursuit. Clearly, I needed more
rock in my life.
I first took up geology in college—straying from my nice,
neat path to law school—because rocks made me restless.
When I took my first physical geology course, I kept thinking
about that outcrop and those glaciers crushing New England.
After seeing enough glaciology diagrams, I eventually came to
terms with my childhood dilemma, but new, more unsettling
questions arose. Why exactly do tectonic plates move? Why
does the Earth’s magnetic field change polarity? How do you
tell chalcopyrite from pyrite? Most gratifying was the realization that I could find answers to my questions not only in the
authority of professors and the scientific literature, but also
in my own research endeavors.
A discipline that once seemed so remote, nowadays completely chills when I sit up and think at night. The subject of
my undergraduate honors thesis research is so recent (latest
Neogene), that it almost feels like it happened a few years
before I was born. While doing fieldwork three summers ago
in Iceland, the ubiquitous glaciers hardly fazed me. I bagged
samples for my thesis work and sketched maps and cross sections. A few Ma here, a few Ma there. Yet, whenever I peer
at thin sections or plot my analytical results, my whole body
begins to tingle. These rocks are older than the oldest buildings
I have ever seen; they are at least two orders of magnitude older
than the dawn of civilization. They formed before humans,
and completely without the consent of humans. Sometimes,
I talk about my Iceland rocks or my chalcopyrite, thinking
that the rocks are at my mercy. But really, I am the one at
the mercy of the rocks.

Taylor Krabiel, SA-4858
If I had a time machine and went back to tell my high school
self that he would fall in love with rocks and want to do nothing
more than pursue a life time studying rocks he would’ve told
me, “Taylor, you are crazy!” I guess my high school self would
be right I am crazy, but I am crazy in love with Geology and
this bring me joy. I can’t see myself doing anything outside
of the geoscience life. I have always wanted to be a scientist,
but never in my wildest dream did I think that the science I
would study was found everywhere and only a small chunk
can ever be brought into a lab. How could I have known when
www.aipg.org
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I was small that the earth was
the greatest laboratory of them
all. The earth stores its history
in the rocks, it creates unique
chemical combinations in stunning minerals, and it designs its
self better than any architect ever
could. How can I ignore the earth
when everywhere I go it is just
demanding for me to admire it.
When I came to the University
of Nevada, Reno I planned to
study Mining Engineering with my sights set on big money.
My first semesters would change this when I took a Geology
100 level course from the most charismatic professor I had
ever seen, Dr. Carr. After just three classes from this Dr. Carr
I knew I had to know more. I arranged a meeting to change
my major and when we sat down to meet he told me of the
wonders that awaited me if I wanted to pursue Geology. I had
so many questions and I needed to answer these questions so
I changed my major to Geology. During my junior year I read
a few hydrogeology papers and enrolled in a hydrogeology
class. This class was academically satisfying and ignited an
additional passion, so I added hydrogeology to my major.
The most interesting people I have met are my fellow
Geology majors and professors. I have talked to people outside of the geosciences and they all hate their majors and are
uncertain about their future in whatever major they are perusing. I can say with 100% certainty that the geoscience world
is nothing like that. Every professor I have had are the envy
of my non-geoscience friends: helpful, eccentric, and passionate for what they do. This passion for geosciences extends to
my best friends all of which are Geology majors. I have taken
time out of my day to help my friend Paige dePolo with her
research at Berlin Ichthyosaur Park. Another friend, Nick
Potter, introduced me to panning for gold and showed my first
fleck of gold. These friends, and more, have a passion.
During my junior year I had the honor to go rock hounding
with the professor that got me into Geology. I have always
wanted my own garnets and he knew where to find them, in
addition to other minerals. We started the day at his house
and spent the day in the field 75 miles from the city. The rocks
at the site were breathtaking. I was later informed it was a
skarn deposit that was being mined for scheelite. Scheelite
looks identical to quartz until put under black like where it
fluoresces a stunning baby blue. The holes that the former
miners had dug revealed the contact between a granodiorite
and marble, they had mined out the skarn. I was able to touch
the contact between the former hot and mighty granodiorite
and the cold unmovable marble. After we left I could only think
of one thing I needed to know more. When I got home I found
the only research paper on the area was from the 1970’s and
that mining had stopped in the early 1950’s. I was astonished
and thought to do my own senior research project on this skarn
deposit. It has been the. most frustrating thing I have ever
done in my entire life. This frustration and unending questions
on the area have made it that much interesting. If I can have
just 1% of the fun I have when doing this research for the
rest of my life I will have lived the greatest life I can imagine.

www.aipg.org

Nathaniel Foote, SA-6326
I was born with a curiosity
about the natural world around
me. I loved geology before I
was old enough to know what
it was called. Even when I
was as young as two and three
years old, my favorite thing
to do was to pile sand up in
a mountain in my sandbox,
then run the hose down it to
watch the transformation of
my mountain into something entirely different. As I got older
I realized that my sandbox world was merely a model of the
real world and I became fascinated with learning more about
earth processes. Luckily, I had a family who recognized my
obsession with understanding how the earth works, so every
Christmas and birthday I was rewarded with stacks of science
books and science kits from every relative. As I became familiar
with the correct terms to identify what I had already observed
in the sandbox, I found I only wanted to know more and more
about alluvial streams, erosion, oxbow lakes and glacial valleys. I never grew out of this stage of being fascinated with
the earth as many children do. The lure of the internet was
not as a source of games and social media for me, instead it
was a bountiful source of information about how everything
works on, under, and beyond our earth.
I find geology fascinating because it tells the story of our
earth. When I really understood just how old the earth is, my
own life began to feel somewhat insignificant. Time takes on
a whole new meaning when thinking in terms of billions of
years instead of decades. But rather than be depressed with
the very small place that I have in this world, I feel a sense
of joy and wonder at being alive at what seems to me like the
best time of all. I have the huge advantage of accessing all the
information and scientific knowledge the geologists that came
before me have already figured out. Now, I feel it is my turn
to add to this body of knowledge and I am eager to conduct
my own research as I learn more about the earth and its processes for the rest of my life. My hope is that I can someday
contribute my own answers to further unravel the mysteries
of our earth for future young geologists to come.
My other hope is that I can use my chosen profession to be
useful in this present time. For this reason, and also because
I love the eloquence of mathematics, I am pursuing a dual
major in both geology and geological engineering, along with
dual minors in both math and hydrogeology. I believe that the
interaction of math and physics with earth science will allow
me to achieve many useful applications for human endeavors.
Geology and geological engineering will complement each
other and give me a strong background for doing much needed
work. If I can help find safe building sites for construction
projects, make roads safe and passable through rough country,
and keep rivers and streams clean and healthy from mining
run off, I will be happy. My home state of Washington has had
two major landslides recently, the Oso slide which killed many
people, and a large landslide near my own home on Whidbey
Island. If I can help predict this kind of major destruction and
help people avoid the devastation that it brings, I know I will
be satisfied with my work.
My choice to become a geologist has been a very natural
progression from my earliest years in the sandbox, to middle
Jul.Aug.Sept 2015 • TPG 11
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and high school where I spent my spare time successfully
competing in Science Olympiad and the National Geographic
Geography Bee, to my decision to attend the Mackay School
of Earth Science and Engineering. My desire to do something
useful and important, along with my love of science and math,
has made my decision to become a geologist the best choice I
ever could have made. I am looking forward to a great future.

Eint Kyi, SA-6277
As a child, my curiosity grew
from investigating the world
through “instruments” such as
my hands and mouth. I was
most fascinated with the two
vast unknowns that surround
Earth’s surface: the deep ocean
and space. In my childlike
mind, they were the two most
intangible areas in this world
and, I never expected to find a
connection between these two
unknowns through Earth science.
My journey in ultimately discovering my passion for Earth
science was a serendipitous encounter. I had arrived at Oberlin
College, with a full four year plan to major in Biochemistry
and go on to earn a Ph.D in a biomedical field. It was only in
my second year of college that I accidentally ended up taking Geology 101 simply to fulfill my credit requirements. At
the time, all I knew about geology was similar to the general
opinion of my colleagues: geologists lick and identify rocks.
However, what I experienced in my first class was a complete
opposite that shattered the silly, little assumptions I had
about geology. Most of all, I was fascinated by the energy and
passion my professor, Bruce Simonson lectured on the topic.
The way he talked about geology made me wish I would find
something similar I felt so strongly about. Thus, began my
decision to major in geology with the hope of finding the same
passion Bruce had found.
With every step in my undergraduate career, the field of
Earth science has never ceased to amaze me. Since majoring
in geology, it has dawned on me that Earth science is a field
that unites knowledge from all the other sciences. I never
expected so many sub-divisions to exist in Earth science and
moreover, I never knew just how significant the field could be
in my daily life. Many of the things we use in our lives come
from minerals in the Earth such as fluoride in toothpaste
from minerals like rutile and ilmenite, yet we often tend to
overlook what the Earth provides for us. Personally, pursuing
a career in Earth science will allow me to not only investigate
the very world that live in but also to remind people of just
how precious the world we live in is.
Now as a senior in college looking back, my journey in the
field of Earth science has exposed me to numerous adventures
whether in marine sciences, petrology, paleontology, mineralogy, or geophysics. And somewhere along the way, I found
something that I can talk about with the same enthusiasm
as that of my professors: biogeochemistry. Earth science is an
inter- and intra-disciplinary field where knowledge in other
science fields can only greatly enhance it. As a result, I was
able to combine my two majors in Geology and Biochemistry
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and be involved in the field of biogeochemistry. The 21st
century is an era where many investigations in science have
gone micro. Through biogeochemistry, I wish to study microbial activity on rocks near hydrothermal vents and methane
seeps. I believe the world of microbes in extreme environments
can further the search for the possibility of life on planetary
bodies. Astrogeology is an emerging field where our knowledge
of Earth can most aid us in understanding other planets and
I hope to contribute to the plethora of knowledge with my
future research.
Simply put, my reasons in wanting to study Earth science
are multiple fold. Personally, the field of biogeochemistry
will allow me to do both laboratory and field work– both
aspects of Earth science that I love. Moreover, for as long as
human beings thrive, Earth science will continue to be an
integral area of focus that sheds light on the fine balance we
have with Mother Nature. Since many of the environmental
changes have been a product of our actions, it is up to Earth
scientists to research, inform and educate the society about
the world we live in and I strongly wish to be at the frontier
of that endeavor. The beauty of Earth science is in the very
simple fact that it can be easily integrated into multiple fields
of science. Thus, as technology progresses, investigations in
Earth science will further extend into space and extraterrestrial life explorations, and when combined with other fields
of science, it will be a powerful tool that may possibly save
mankind from extinction.
Professionally, my decision to pursue a Ph.D. in Earth
science stems from my background. Oberlin’s commitment
as a progressive liberal arts college in social justice issues
and as the first higher education institution in the country to
regularly admit female and black students has greatly influenced me. Coming from a low socio-economic background, I
witnessed economic barriers and social struggles that not only
made me feel fortunate and appreciative of my own situation
but also gave me the drive to focus on my education so I can
reach a level where I can create opportunities for other economically and socially disadvantaged children into academics.
And by furthering my education career in the Earth science,
I wish to build on this experience and help make education
more easily accessible. Thus, by going onto graduate school, I
hope to refine my skills and explore my curiosity in the field
of biogeochemistry so that I will have the tools and education
background to enhance educational access to underrepresented groups. Through Earth science, I have found a way to
connect my childhood curiosity with the oceans and space, and
I am excited for the many mysteries that await to be explored.

Hannah Johnson, SA-6258
I never said, when asked in 1st
grade, “I want to be a geologist”,
instead I said, I want to be an
architect, an artist, a teacher, or an
archaeologist. I knew, in first grade, I
was a tom-boy, liked playing outside,
digging in the dirt and exploring in
creeks. I just did not know that all
of these interests made me fit to be
a geologist.
I am fit to be a geologist, but why do I want to be a geologist? The answer is simple, I want a clean environment for
humanity, I want to make Ohio a better place to live, I want
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to have plentiful and clean drinking water, I want to create
an environment sustainable for later generations! I enjoy the
math and science that would be needed for these goals, so I
want to apply them for our community, state, country and
the world.
My greatest interest currently is in hydrogeology. I have
always had a love for northeast Ohio’s landscape and resources.
My classes at Kent State have taught me about the many
challenges we face. Currently, we have oil and gas exploration,
pesticide and herbicide use, and waste management that are
threatening our water source. In the past year I have been bothered by state and local regulations and testing. Last spring,
my hometown, Salem, Ohio was given a notice of TTHML
contamination, it was deemed safe to drink, but my curiosity
was spiked. I learned TTHML was a disinfectant that is proved
harmful upon ingestion. The same month as that notice was
issued, a neighboring city, Alliance, Ohio was dealing with
giardia contamination. Giardia is a parasite known to harm
house pets. Earlier spring of last year, we all heard about the
West Virginia chemical spill in Elk River that contaminated
water for thousands of people and wildlife. Fall of last year,
the restaurant I work for was visited by the EPA for unsafe
drinking water. The restaurant has made many updates to
meet standards but I was floored to learn the public did not
need to know of this contamination! The restaurant is located
in Hanoverton, Ohio, just miles from Marcellus Shale drilling.
Of course, most Ohioans are aware of the Cuyahoga River fire
of 1969 caused by waste and contamination. Not as many are
aware that the river had actually caught fire 13 times in known
history! And most recently, who can forget the algae plumes at
Lake Eerie that cut off water access to most of Toledo!
I think Ohio needs young, creative geologists, conservationists and insightful politicians to move us toward a more
sustainable state. I want to be a part of this movement and
am so optimistic about what the future holds for me! Geology
fulfills my want for learning, my never-ending curiosity, and
my need for exploring.

Kevin Townsley, SA-4712
It is six thirty in the morning. As the sun creeps over the
top of the valley, the towering
granite walls are washed with
light. The rack of nuts, hexes
and cams jingles on my torso as
we hike up the short approach
to the cliffside. We begin our
ascent of the cliff. Nine pitches, six hours, a thousand vertical feet, and a few granola
bars later, we arrive at the top
of the immense monolith. This
is Yosemite. I first became interested in geology because of my
passion for rock climbing. As a climber, the more in tune you
are to the story you are climbing through, told by clues frozen
in stone, the more you can appreciate the act of climbing.
I am interested in furthering my knowledge of this story by
pursuing a degree in geology, with an emphasis on hydrology,
or environmental geology. As an avid outdoorsman, I believe as
though with a thorough education of the natural world, I can be
a steward to our great land, using what I know for the benefit of
all and preserving it for generations to come, as well as setting
www.aipg.org

an example for their stewardship. In such a rapidly changing
world, the need for educated geologists who are invested in
the responsible management of our natural resources is paramount. To be able to guide a company, whose interests are
profit-oriented, in a direction which is both responsible and
lucrative, is a dream of mine. That dream, and the existence
of geologists of the same caliber, can only be possible through
comprehensive education and passion. While a great deal can
be learned vicariously, through textbooks, lectures, and specimens, in the words of the romantic poet John Keats, “Nothing
ever becomes real until it is experienced.” In much the same
manner, as one of my professors at the U of I remarked, the
best geologist is often “the one who has seen the most rocks.”
One of the elements of geology that is most difficult to grasp
in the classroom is scale. Actual, personal experience will
always trump textbook knowledge, which is one reason why,
as a budding geologist, the experience I would gain at field
camp is so important to me. Field camp will contribute to my
long term academic goals because I will gain actual, physical
familiarity with my field of study, as well as demonstrating
how my upper level geology classes can be applied.
My career goal is to become an environmental geologist or
hydrogeologist. Field camp will be a useful exercise in problem
solving- thinking critically, and using what I know, as well as
the tools in my reach- to come to a conclusion. I also hope that
because of field camp, I will develop the confidence in my ability
as a geologist to form a conclusion and stand by it because of
research I have conducted. Thank you for your consideration
of my application for this scholarship.

Stephanie Kitowski, SA-5266
Ever since I was a little girl, I
knew I wanted to become a geologist. Although at the age of 7, I had
no idea what the word “geologist”
even meant; however, that was the
path I was heading towards. At a
young age, I would collect rocks
from the different places I lived
and store them in my rock box.
After staring at them for weeks
and observing their outside, I
would be curious as to what were
in those rocks. When my father was not looking, I would sneak
into my father’s tools, steal a hammer, safety goggles, and crack
one open. I remember being so intrigued at the fresh minerals
inside glistening in the sunlight compared to the weathered
outside of the rock. It was hard for me to grasp that what I
was looking at grew from the Earth, that it was not man-made
from some factory. This was nature’s work.
Throughout high school, I took what geology courses I could;
nevertheless, there are never enough students intrigued with
the subject to have any classes. Some teachers seemed discouraged that I wanted to major in geology and tried to sway my
pathway towards something more common like nursing or law.
However, my mind was made up. I did not want to spend the
rest of my life pursuing a career that I did not have a passion
for. I would rather be poor and happy, than rich and unsatisfied. One science teacher did cheer me on and would always
talk to me on what I could do with a degree. He encouraged
me to major in geology in my college career.
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My passion for geology continued into college. As a freshman
and even today, when walking through the halls of Leonard
Hall at the University of North Dakota, I always stare into
the cases along the wall filled with picture perfect minerals.
Quartz crystals with perfect prisms sticking out of a rock, blood
red garnets the size of quarters, and pyrites with perfect cubic
structures. It still astounds me that these crystals have not
been disturbed or broken. They form such beautiful crystals,
each one like a snowflake and unique in their own way.
As I went on through my years in college, I was reassured
of my passion to be a geologist through field trips with my
classes to study the Precambrian rocks of Canada, and the
geomorphology of the swamps in the Chippewa Falls National
Forest in Minnesota. This last October, I attended the presentations of hundreds of students and professional geologists at
the GSA conference in Vancouver, Canada in 2014. The scenery
of the Coast Mountains in the background was breath taking,
but the best part was hearing the passions of professionals.
It made me realize that this is what I will be doing someday
and I became even more excited for my journey. I felt right at
home among everyone at the conference. This is the lifestyle
I want to pursue.
As I walk down my pathway, I want to explore the secrets
the Earth still has for us. Another frontier we need to explore in
order to understand the Earth. My interests lie in mineralogy
and petrology. I plan on being apart of the combined program
at the University of North Dakota to obtain my Master’s
degree a year and a half after I graduate with my Bachelor’s
degree. Geologists have a high respect for the Earth and we
appreciate all the spectaculars it gives us. Many people tend
to forget the beauty in Earth and everyday life. When you look
at a sunset in a desert and watch the orange and pink streaks
of light cross the sky or the purple mountains at dawn, time
slows down and the moment takes your breath away. This is
what being a geologist is like for me.

Franklin Wolfe, SA-6334
Why do you want to be a geologist? What is so special about rocks?
Somewhat not surprisingly, these
are questions that my peers often
ask me. And I do not blame them.
As an incoming freshman, if you had
asked me what I wanted to major in
as an undergraduate, geology would
not have made my short-list. In fact,
I did not even take my introductory geology course until sophomore
year. I will never forget my first
geology lab, in which I stood with my mind blown as I tried
to understand how river cobbles could sit at the top of a hill
that was hundreds of meters from the closest body of water.
Initially, I thought for sure my professor was delusional. But
as he explained how the sinusoidal migration of a river could
occur over a geologic time scale, my imagination began to
run wild. Fast-forward three years and I am like a mouse on
a wheel, and geology is like a savory piece of cheese dangling
just out of reach. I have always hated mornings, but now, I
wake up early, before my 8:00 a.m. class, to review yesterday’s
material and I often stay up late because I am anxious to read
ahead to uncover what I will learn next. Sometimes, it seems
like there are just not enough hours in the day.
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I want to be a geologist because I enjoy the holistic nature of
geology, which not only allows me to incorporate knowledge of
chemistry, physics, and mathematics, but also sparks imagination and creative thinking in order to fathom the phenomenal
processes that have created Earth, as we know it. I look forward
to field days in lab where I get the chance to apply what I have
learned through lecture in a hands-on way, and I am grateful
to attend college in the heart of the Appalachian Mountains,
which provides me diverse, geologic, learning opportunities not
possible in flatter areas of the country. I can safely say that
I had the coolest birthday possible this past April as I was in
New Zealand for my geology study abroad course, and we got
to map the lava flows from Mt. Ngauruhoe, also known as
Mt. Doom in the Lord of the Rings Trilogy. Also, I have great
respect for geologists because they have a major impact and are
integral contributors to society. They power the globe through
the exploration of hydrocarbon resources, they keep us safe
by understanding local geology so that potential landslides,
earthquakes, and drinking water contamination hazards are
mitigated, and their roles are deeply embedded in global and
national politics due to climate concerns and national security
issues arising from fossil fuels.
Aside from these general feelings, two events have clarified my motivation to pursue a career in geology: conducting
research this past summer and then attending the Geological
Society of America Annual Meeting & Exposition in October to
present my findings. During the research phase of this experience, each day was a challenge to learn as much as I could and
I was encouraged by close interactions with my supervisor Dr.
Jeffrey Rahl, Washington and Lee University. Learning and
using new technologies and techniques such as the scanning
electron microscope, thinking about creative ways to approach
and solve research questions, and reading the geologic literature to gain knowledge, made me excited to work each day. I
found it stimulating to pursue my own understanding of the
topic through individual reading and inquiry, and if I came
across other questions of interest, I pursued them along the
way. My motivation for a research career in geology grew as I
began to realize how many geologic questions remain unsolved,
how important research is to further our understanding of
Earth systems, and how much I enjoy finding answers.
At the Geological Society of America meeting, I was
inspired by the overwhelming diversity of geologic topics and
the opportunity to be a part of that environment, addressing
unanswered questions and creating new knowledge. On the
first day, I was only required to be present at my poster for
three hours, but remained for six because I realized how much
I enjoyed sharing my research findings with others. Seeing
my work well received was exciting and encouraged me to
continue with this project during the fall 2014 and winter
2015 semesters. On the second day, I took full advantage of
the conference by attending lectures and talking with senior
geologists, and my desire to learn and become a geologist grew
more. I particularly enjoyed experiencing the respect and
camaraderie demonstrated among geologists, who all seemed
to know one another, and it motivated me to want to be apart
of this community.
As I continue my pursuit of a B.S. and Ph.D. in geology, I am
determined to soak up as much knowledge as I can so that I can
make an impact on society and the geologic community. I am
happy to have discovered something that I am truly passionate
about and I am eager to discover where geology will take me.
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Vanessa Fernandes, SA-6301
My interest in geology is a confluence of accident, inspired
by mentoring from passionate experts, and random historical
events at the crossroads of High School and College. That being
said, I knew that I was destined to a career in the field when I
went on an expedition in Kenya during my junior year of high
school. I was with a team of thirteen other people and our goal
was to climb to the summit of Mt. Kenya. As we ascended Mt.
Kenya, I took note of the diverse topography, flora and fauna,
pausing often to elate in each observation. Despite the four
days of sweat, insect bites, chilling winds, ankle deep marsh,
and purified river water, we reached the summit. But more
importantly, I symbolically reached the summit of my desires
to pursue Geology as a life-path. Following this experience, my
eyes have a permanent filter- I see the world through geologic
lens. My travels however, did not stop in Kenya but permeated to exploration of the Galapagos Islands in Ecuador and
Andaman Islands in India.
During my sophomore year at Hofstra University, I volunteered with Dr. Charles Merguerian to pursue research that
investigated the geotechnical limitations of mega-construction
projects in New York City. The practical applications procured
immediate fascination. My responsibilities entailed mapping
the man-made connections between Manhattan Island and its
surrounding regions including water tunnels, railroads, and
subway lines using Photoshop; this responsibility helped me
develop my cartographic skills. Additionally, compiling data
on each connection, including the construction techniques
incorporated, fine-tuned my documentation skills. The project
concentrated on the use of Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs),
a common tunnel excavation technique employed in recent
times. We reported on some of the significant differences
in penetration rate in tunnel boring projects which result
from changes in the consistencies of the metamorphic and
igneous rocks underlying Manhattan. The culmination of my
independent study consisted of a presentation at the annual
Long Island Geologists’ conference at Stony Brook University.
Now I am at my fourth and final year at Hofstra University.
I have been an enthusiastic participant in all of the academic
and professional opportunities presented to me. While working
as a tutor and teaching assistant, I’ve developed an affiliation for assisting peers in the topics I’m so passionate about.
Lately, I have been working on collecting and dating sediment
cores and sampling them for trace metal analysis to look at
the contamination history of marshes in southwestern Long
Island; this work will compose my senior thesis at Hofstra.
Despite my appreciation of the experience I’ve gotten in sedimentological/environmental projects, my main area of interest
is structural geology.
I want to become an expert in structural geology. In pursuit
of this goal, I will be attending a field camp with Southern
Illinois University this summer. Additionally, I am applying to geology masters programs that focus on areas that
are of interest to me. On completion of my masters, I plan
on pursuing my doctorate in geology. I hope that gaining a
thorough understanding in the field of geology enables me to
make a positive difference in the world while enabling me to
love what I do. I was very inspired by Dr. Merguerian’s work
on mega construction projects in New York City and aspire
to someday contribute to projects of the same caliber. I hope
I too can assist at fostering a safe environment during these
mega-construction projects.
www.aipg.org

I look forward to the challenges ahead and hope that I am
given the opportunity to pursue my academic and professional
career goals.

Chloe Ivanoff, SA-6337
I have always loved the earth
sciences, but I found them more
intimidating when I first entered
university. Perhaps this is why
my initial declared major was a
bachelor of arts in geography.
When I transferred to my current school, the University of
Alaska Anchorage, I declared
geology as my major because
there was no geography program
offered. I wasn’t quite sure what I was getting myself into,
but it was one of the best decisions I’ve made in my life. My
true appreciation for geology came while taking courses in
geochemistry, mineralogy, and hydrogeology. What I loved
about these classes is they took all the stuff I learned in
chemistry, physics, and calculus and applied it to real life.
Learning about the solubility of calcite and applying Darcy’s
law to groundwater flow was so cool! Looking at thin sections
of rocks in mineralogy opened up a whole new world to me. I
never knew how amazingly different a mineral can look with
the use of a scope or even a hand lens. Just recently I did a
whole lab in my sedimentology class on concretions. These
were some of the most intriguing rocks I have ever encountered. All of the classes I have taken in geology have been
challenging, but that is part of why I enjoy studying geology.
I want to be a geologist because it’s exciting, challenging, and
there are so many places to explore and try to explain. I also
know that it is a field that will always be valuable because
it encompasses all things vital to life water, rocks, minerals,
soil and so much more.

Jasmine Stefansky, SA-5197
Ever since childhood I had a
fascination with rocks. I would
search the fields near my house
and collect rocks for hours,
even though ninety percent of
them were granites! My love of
nature and the outdoors started
young. During high school my
interests in biology and environmental science grew and I
took advanced classes. When
I arrived at Central Michigan
University I was sure I wanted
to be a biologist. I even worked
as an undergraduate researcher
in a fisheries biology lab. I liked
what I was doing, but I realized I was spending the majority
of my time on my geology elective.
When I told my geology professor I was interested in learning more, she was so excited. She paired me with an amazing
advisor and I felt instantly at home. Now, I am still interested
in the biological and chemical aspects, but I am most interested in the geology aspect. I am fortunate enough to have
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had research opportunities involving bio-geo-chemical cycling
and the experience of working in a clean room, as well as field
work experience collecting samples. Every class and hands on
opportunity I have taken advantage of has fueled my drive to
become a geologist.
I want to become a professional geologist because it holds
my attention more than any other option I have explored. It
takes a special kind of person to enjoy the studying optical
mineralogy for hours, looking at outcrops, differentiating sand
grain sizes; and I am a person who happens to like every one of
those things! Geology also has a context for a huge amount of
subject matter: biology, chemistry, physics, calculus, mechanical engineering, and anthropology. The components of these
different disciplines join in Geology, which keeps the subject
matter extremely interesting. I enjoy taking physics and
chemistry because they allow me to further my understanding of geology and they give me the opportunity to broaden
my knowledge base. I never get bored with my classes and
look for ways to tie in geology with whatever I am learning.
I plan to attend graduate school after graduation from
Central Michigan University and hope to study contaminant
transport or watershed science. I firmly believe that water
has the potential to become the new oil or gold, and I want
to help ensure that does not happen. My career goals include
water resourcing, searching for ways to make fresh water less
scarce, contaminant transport and remediation. To do this I
would like to work for an environmental consulting firm or
the EPA. I also have strong desire to help developing countries create sustainable ways to transfer and purify water.
As a hydro geologist, I will have the tools necessary to make
the environment a better place, but more importantly I will
have the ability to assist people in meeting water demands
sustainably. I am excited to continue my learning experiences
and am looking forward to making positive differences in the
world around me. Thank you for your consideration.

AIPG National
President Foster
Sawyer, presenting
the AIPG Bill Siok
graduate scholarship to Karen
Vyverberg.

AIPG Nevada
Section President Kel
Buchanan presenting
scholarship checks
to Nathan Foote, and
Taylor Krabiel.

AIPG National
Advisory Board
member Keri Nutter
presented schoalarship checks to Anna
Stanczyk and Chloe
Ivanoff.

Hello Geological Sciences Community,
The American Institute of Professional Geologists
(AIPG) grants the AIPG National Undergraduate
Scholarship award each year to deserving undergraduates across the nation who are majoring in geology or earth
science. This year, UAA Geological Sciences students
Anna Stanczyk and Chloe Ivanoff were each awarded
$1,000 scholarships to help assist with their educational
costs in the coming academic year. The students received
a surprise announcement from Keri Nutter, Advisory
Board Representative for the AIPG National Executive
Committee, and Dr. Kris Crossen, Chair and Professor of
the Department of Geological Sciences. It was a wonderful moment for all involved, and we would like to share
the experience with you. If you see either Anna or Chloe
around town this summer, be sure to say congratulations
for receiving this great honor.
Sincerely,

AIPG Ohio Section
advisory board
member Robert
Andrews presents
Eint Kyi her scholarship check.
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Rachel Lee
Administrative Assistant for Social Media and
Graduate Affairs
Division of Mathematics & Natural Sciences
College of Arts & Sciences
University of Alaska Anchorage
3101 Science Circle
Anchorage, AK 99508
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SEctions in action
Ouray Field Trip
The Colorado Section field trip to the
Ouray area was a great success particularly because so many folks from western
slope and New Mexico, and Dave Palmer
from Arizona, participated. An icebreaker on Friday evening at the Ouray
Community Center featured excellent
talks by Rick Trujillo on the geologic
evolution of the San Juan Mountains
and by Bob Larson on the economic geology of the Silverton Caldera and Ouray
area. Bob and Pam Larson were excellent hosts and provided great food and
beer for this event. Bob was the main
trip organizer.
The field trip on Saturday, June
27th, began on the terminal moraine of
the Uncompahgre Glacier just north of
Ridgeway.
The trip continued to the type section of the Cutler Formation and the
Box Canyon at Ouray. The stop at the
Bear Creek Falls overlook provided a
excellent view of large amplitude ripple
marks in the Uncompahgre Formation
quartzite and adjacent phyllites.
The trip continued south to Ironton
Park where the eruptive character of the
ash flow tuffs from the San Juan calderas
was contrasted with the underlying volcanoclastics of the San Juan Formation.
The trip ended at the National Bell Mine,
a silicified breccia pipe near the summit
of Red Mountain Pass.

A total of 23 speakers, plus the keynote speaker (Dan Rogers) and the
panelists (Dan Rogers, Bob Wagner,
Grant Trigger, and Jim Cuthbertson)
participated in the conference.

Unconformity between the Uncompahgre
quartzites & phyllites and the Devonian Elbert
Formation, Box Canyon high bridge.
Meeting attendees listening to one of the
technical presentations Tuesday morning.
Photograph courtesy of Adam Heft.

Large amplitude ripple marks in the
Uncompahgre Formation quartzites from the
Bear Creek Falls overlook.

Meeting attendees enjoying lunch down
by the lake. Photograph courtesy of
Adam Heft.

Larry Meckel explaining the eruptive character of the ash flow tuffs from the San Juan
Mountain calderas at Ironton Park.

Rick Trujillo and Bob Larson on the terminal
moraine of the Uncompahgre Glacier north
of Ridgeway.

Field trip participants at the
National Belle Mine
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Michigan Section
Workshop Recap
The Michigan Section held its 5th
Annual Workshop (technical conference)
on June 16th and 17th along the beautiful north shore of Higgins Lake at the
Ralph A. MacMullan (RAM) Conference
Center. The featured topic for this conference was Site Characterization.
This year’s workshop was very well
attended (it broke last year’s attendance
record), with 209 registered participants, and an average daily registration
of 205. The technical presentations were
filled almost to capacity, with only a few
seats left.

Tom Howe (right center) preparing to fire
up his aerial drone. The drone flew an automatic mission over the conference facility,
and is capable of generating aerial maps.
Photograph courtesy of Adam Heft.

The social networking event on
Tuesday night was a huge success after
the field demonstrations and went well
into the night. Participants enjoyed spirited discussions, a variety of tasty cold
beverages, and snacks. Those individuals staying at one of the nearby off-site
hotels could take advantage of a shuttle
service between the hotel and the RAM
center.
The Michigan Section appreciates the
support of 24 sponsors this year, many of
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whom exhibited their companies’ services in the hallway or the Manistee River
exhibit room, where we provided our
refreshments during meeting breaks.
Continuing education credits were made
available to our attendees, upon request.
The food provided for the meals was,
as usual, excellent. Attendees enjoyed
pulled pork barbeque for lunch on
Tuesday, followed by steak or whitefish for dinner. Lunch Wednesday was
brats and hamburgers, and BBQ ribs or
salmon for dinner. A build your own ice
cream float event occurred during the
afternoon break on Wednesday.
The workshop concluded with a
drawing for a variety of items; the
items (and winners) included two $100
prepaid Mastercards (Cheryl Wilson
and Jeff Spruit), AIPG sample bags
(Pisha Williams), a bottle of Crowne
Royal (Chuck Saari), a wine tapping
kit (Nick Welty), a business planner
(Kelly Cratsenburg), three AIPG pen/
pencil sets (Terri Golla, Dave Monet, and
Steve Zayko), three AIPG travel mugs
(Rob MacCleod, Melissa Powers, and
Tom Pavlik), four shirts from the RAM
center (Autumn Lawson, Troy Helmik,
Pete Shirey, and Eric Benson), an AIPG
polo shirt (Joe Quinnen), and three
Amazon gift cards (Beth Mead-O’Brien,
Ray Govus, and Paul Knoerr). The drawings were made from those completing
a survey about the workshop, and had
to be present to win. Congratulations to
all winners!
The Workshop Planning Committee
consisted of co-chairs Sara Pearson
and Rick Dunkin, along with AIPG MI
Section Executive Committee members
Craig Savage, Dawn Prell, Brian Burke,
Linda Hensel, Tim Woodburne, and
Adam Heft.

On the sinter terrace of the old hot springs.
Attendees enjoying a variety of beverages and
playing cards during the Tuesday evening
social mixer. Photograph courtesy of
Adam Heft.

Attendees enjoying the Ice Cream social break
Wednesday afternoon. Photograph courtesy
of Adam Heft.
Group at an old sulfur mine.

AIPG Exhbit Booth
AIPG Alaska Section works the AIPG
exhibit booth at the Cordilleran GSA
meeting.

Sara Pearson (left) with Cheryl Wilson, one
of the two grand prize drawing winners.
Meeting co-chair Rick Dunkin is in the background. Photograph courtesy of Adam Heft.

Geothermal Plant
Field Trip

Attendees enjoying a variety of beverages during the Tuesday evening social mixer around
one of three bonfires. Photograph courtesy of
Adam Heft.
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AIPG California section and UC
Davis student chapter members attended a field trip held on May 9, 2015 to
Steamboat Springs geothermal plant
outside of Reno, Nevada. Our guide
was Patrick Walsh, Chief Geologist for
Ormat It was a great day!

David Crotsley, MEM-2640, taking his
turn at booth duty. Not pictured but also
volunteering Nicholas Van Wyck, CPG10553, and Keith Torrance, CPG-11647.

www.aipg.org

members in the news
Berg Appointed New
Illinois State Geological
Survey Director
Champaign, Ill. Richard C. Berg,
Ph.D., CPG-8041, has been appointed
director of the Illinois State Geological
Survey and the 13th Illinois State
Geologist. Berg has served as interim
director since May 2014 and was previously chief scientist. The Survey is
part of the Prairie Research Institute
at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign.
Berg received his doctorate in soil geomorphology from Illinois; his master’s
degree in geomorphology from Eastern
Michigan University, Ypsilanti; and his
bachelor’s degree in physical geography
from Indiana State University, Terre
Haute. A native of Worcester, Mass.,
Berg originally moved to the Midwest
to pursue his education but has spent
his career here. He began at the ISGS
in 1974 as a research assistant in the
stratigraphy section while pursuing his
Ph.D. He has headed various survey sections over his 40-year career and became
chief scientist in 2009. He has led numerous multidisciplinary groups at the ISGS
and made significant contributions to
the discipline through his leadership in
the Geological Society of America.
“We are delighted that Dr. Berg has
accepted the appointment as permanent director of ISGS,” said Brian D.
Anderson, Ph.D., interim executive
director of the Prairie Research Institute.
“His experience with federal, state, and
local officials to garner support for a
state and national 3-D geological mapping program also brought attention to
Illinois’ mineral and energy resource,
flooding, sinkhole, earthquake, and climate change issues with this crucial
audience,” said Anderson. “I have confidence he will continue to be strategic and
forward thinking as he leads the ISGS
into an exciting future.”
“I am gratified to have the opportunity to continue my work and lead this
trusted and innovative organization that
has served the people of Illinois for over
100 years,” said Berg. “I believe interdisciplinary research and service among
the five surveys of the Institute is key to
finding solutions to the state’s natural
and cultural resources issues now and
in the future as well as drawing upon
expertise within the expansive natural
resource and engineering disciplines at
the university,” he added.

www.aipg.org

Founded in 1905, the ISGS serves
the needs of Illinois with earth science
information relevant to the state’s environmental quality, economic vitality,
and public safety. Some 200 scientists
and technical support staff conduct basic
and applied research in geology, compile
geologic maps, and gather and manage
the state’s geological data to provide
information to industry, governmental
agencies and the public about the geology and mineral resources of Illinois.
The ISGS is part of the Prairie Research
Institute at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.
For more information, please visit
www.isgs.illinois.edu.
The Prairie Research Institute is the
home of the State Scientific Surveys. It
is the applied research arm of the state
of Illinois, building on the surveys’ 160year reputation for basic and applied
research and service. The Institute
works to steward Illinois’ natural and
cultural resources by applying cuttingedge science, collecting long-term data,
and providing expertise to help decision
makers solve critical resource issues to
benefit Illinois’ economy, environment,
and people. The five surveys are the
Illinois Natural History Survey, Illinois
State Archaeological Survey, Illinois
State Geological Survey, Illinois State
Water Survey, and Illinois Sustainable
Technology Center. For more information, please visit www.prairie.illinois.
edu.

NGWA Announces 2015
Groundwater Industry
Award Winners
(Westerville, OH — July 23,
2015) The National Ground Water
Association congratulates the recipients of its 2015 Awards of Excellence,
Outstanding Groundwater Project
Award, and Divisional Awards, which
will be presented this December during
the Groundwater Expo in Las Vegas,
Nevada.
Former National Ground Water
Association President Scott Fowler,
CWD/PI, has received NGWA’s top
honor as recipient of the Ross L. Oliver
Award for outstanding contributions
to the groundwater industry. Fowler,
president of Dahlman Pump & Well
Drilling Inc., Burlington, Washington,
served as NGWA’s president in 2008
and received the Association’s Standard
Bearer Award in 2012.

Other 2015 NGWA award recipients
follow.

Awards of Excellence
• Sorab
Panday,
Ph.D.,
GSI
Environmental Inc., Newport Beach,
California — M. King Hubbert Award
for major science contributions to the
knowledge of groundwater
• Robert Cleary, Ph.D., Princeton
Groundwater Inc., Tampa, Florida —
Special Recognition Award
• John “Jack” W. Henrich, MGWC,
CVCLD, Bergerson-Caswell Inc.,
Maple Plain, Minnesota — Standard
Bearer Award

Outstanding Groundwater
Project Awards
• CDM Smith Inc., Luxor and Edfu
Groundwater Lowering at Antiquity
Sites — Groundwater Protection
Award
• Layne Christensen Co., Scavenger
Well Couple for Chloride Management
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana —
Groundwater Supply Award
Divisional Awards
• E. Scott Bair, Ph.D., Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina — Keith E. Anderson
Award for outstanding contributions
to NGWA’s Scientists and Engineers
Division
• James
“Jim”
Jackson,
Alloy
Machine Works, Houston, Texas
— Manufacturers Division Special
Recognition Award
• H.A. “Bill” Mills, 2M Co., Billings,
Montana — Supplier of the Year
Award
AIPG has several members that work
for CDM Smith, Inc and Layne
Christensen Co. Congratulations
on winning the Outstanding
Groundwater Project Awards.

Correction: The Jan-Feb-Mar
Winter issue of TPG incorrectly
identified the title for Jeffrey J.
Fredrick, CPG-10989. Jeff is the
Program Manager - Hydrogeology
at Louis Berger company in
Elmsford, NY, in addition to serving as the current President of the
Northeast Section AIPG.
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AIPG 6th Annual Conference
The Expanding World of
Unconventional Shale Hydrocarbon
Resources
Curtis J. Coe, CPG 6240

The Role of Hydraulic Fracturing in the
Development of theUtica, Marcellus,
and other Shale of the Appalachian
Basin
AIPG and the Ohio Section of AIPG hosted the sixth annual
conference on the expanding world of unconventional shale
hydrocarbon resources in the Appalachian basin. This conference was a great opportunity for industry, research scientists
and engineers, regulators, and consultants to come together
to learn critical aspects related to developing hydrocarbon
resources in the Appalachian Basin. Both the short course
and conference were a great success and an opportunity for
all that attended to learn about the depositional environment
and future development of the black shale deposits in the
Appalachian Basin.
The three-day conference addressed the petroleum hydrocarbon potential, geotechnical characteristics, hydrogeology,
and the depositional environment of the shale deposits of the
Appalachian basin. The conference design allowed geologists
to get a firsthand knowledge of the depositional environment
of the Appalachian shale deposits in core and outcrop. The
short course was set up so that those attending the course could
carry the insights gained directly to the technical sessions,
enabling the new information to be as meaningful as possible
to attendees. All of the effort that went into the planning was
designed so attendees could directly apply the new knowledge
to solving on the job problems.

Ohio Geology in Core and Outcrop
Short Course
The American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG),
in cooperation with the Ohio Geological Survey, Miami
University, the Ohio Geological Society, and DLZ Engineering,
presented a short course, “Ohio Geology in Core and Outcrop”
at the H. R. Collins Laboratory and Core Repository on
Monday, April 27, 2015.
The program started with a lecture from Dr. Brian Currie,
Associate Professor of Geology at Miami University. He focused
on the depositional environment of the shale deposits in the
Appalachian basin, including background information on the
tectonic setting. He presented an enlightening discussion
on the stratigraphy of the shale beds in relationship to each
other. He also provided a detailed analysis of the core from
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Erie County selected for study, and discussed a number of core
logging and evaluation techniques.
The accompanying cross-section from Dr. Brian Currie’s
presentation is a highly schematic east-west section drawn
from New York to Ohio in the Northern Appalachian Basin
that depicts the relative timing and distribution of the dark
shale basins formed during the four tectophases of the Acadian
orogeny (Ettensohn and Lierman 2012).

Brian Mott, geologist with DLZ Engineering, followed Dr.
Currie by presenting a lecture on “When Rocks Go Bad.” Brian
provided insight as to why shale deposits are prone to weakness and failure. He touched on some of the basics of how to
use the data obtained in core and outcrops to solve geotechnical and hydrogeological problems and issues, including slope
stability and foundation engineering.
After the lectures, participants worked in small groups to
log selected intervals of cores. Ohio Geological Survey personnel were available at each of the five (5) core stations to discuss the core with students and help with the exercises. Each
exercise focused on identifying key sequence stratigraphic
horizons, as well as zones of potential hydrocarbon resources
based on lithological characteristics, geophysical logs, and
organic geochemical data. In addition, Brian Mott staffed an
additional station with examples of Pennsylvanian-aged shale
and mudstones that represent engineering/landslide problems
common in eastern Ohio. The short course concluded with a
field trip led by Ohio Geological Survey personnel, to nearby
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AIPG 6th Annual conference
Devonian shale outcrops at Lazarus Boy Scout Camp and
Shale Hollow Preserve.
Each attendee received a copy of the Ohio Geological
Survey Information Circular (IC 63) - Ohio Geology in Core
and Outcrop – A field Guide for Citizens and Environmental
and Geotechnical Investigations. In addition, each attendee
received Dr. Brian Currie and Brian Motts lecture notes as
well as the Ohio Geological Survey Field Guide specially written by Mohamad Fakhari for the field trip.

Schematic diagram of
the core with gamma
ray log and stratigraphic units for five (5)
selected core intervals
studied during the short
course (Modified from
Ohio Geological Survey
well log for the core).

Group photograph of the short course attendees in front of the Horace
Collins Laboratory and Core Repository on April 27, 2015.

Karen Radomski, CPG10066, studies the depositional environment
of concretions in the
Lower Huron Member
of the Ohio Shale (Shale
Hollow Reserve).

Dr. Brian Currie, Associate Professor of Geology at Miami
University, explains how to determine total organic
carbon (TOC) content in shale deposits using geophysical gamma ray logs. Dr. Currie explained the organic
geochemistry of the Ohio shale and showed how to use
the Maceral/Kerogen type to determine the hydrocarbon
potential and possible yield of oil and gas at individual
drilling sites.

Short course attendees study core sections of the Ohio Shale from
Erie County, Ohio (OHEE-2) with Dr. Currie and Mark Baranoski
of the Ohio Geological Survey. Not shown are Brian Mott (DLZ
Engineering) and Tom Jenkins (Eagon and Associates) who discussed the geotechnical engineering and hydrogeological characteristics of a core from Columbiana County.
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Mike Angle, Assistant
Chief Geologist of
the Ohio Geological
Survey explains the
formation of concretions in the Lower
Huron Member of
the Ohio Shale to
short course attendees (Shale Hollow
Reserve).

Brian Mott (DLZ
Engineering) stands in a
large oval concretion in
riverbed at Lazarus Boy
Scout camp as he discussed
the geotechnical engineering aspect of the shale.
Also at this field trip
location, Dr. Brian Currie
(not shown) discussed the
deposition of the shale at
the contact between the
Olentangy and Ohio Shale
deposits (Shale Hollow
Reserve).
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AIPG 6th Annual conference
Technical presentations were offered on April 28 and 29
at the Holiday Inn, Worthington Ohio. It was an opportunity
for university professors, practicing geologists, government
employees and students to come together to present the
results of their work and research into the shale depositional
environments. The main topics included: (1) shale geology
and depositional environments; (2) the process of hydraulic
fracturing; (3) seismic monitoring; and (4) underground injection. The technical session was an opportunity for attendees to
learn about the critical aspects of developing the hydrocarbon
resources from the shale in the Appalachian Basin. Individual
presentations included in-depth discussions on depositional
environments, the relationship of organic carbon found in the
shale to density data, the history of horizontal well drilling
throughout the US, US Energy Policy regarding underground
injection and water availability and much more.
Personnel from the US Geological Survey presented a
paper on historic hydraulic fracturing trends throughout the
Unites States from 1947 through 2010 (Scientific Investigation
Report 2014-5131). Dr. Meyer, University of Cincinnati, presented a paper on the Ordovician: “A Sea without Fish.” Dr.
Myer’s talk used plate tectonics to explain the depositional
environments of the Utica and Point Pleasant shale beds. Ms.
Rayola Dougher, Senior Economic Advisor for the American
Petroleum Institute, Washington DC, presented an excellent
paper on “Energizing America: Facts for addressing Energy
Policy.” Gregory Mason, with The Energy Cooperative,
Newark, Ohio, presented an excellent talk on “Working in the
Oil Window of the Utica/Point Pleasant Shale Deposits Ohio.”
Abstracts of papers presented at the conference are available
for reference on the AIPG national website under past meetings. http://aipg.org/Events/pastmeeting.htm
The Ohio Section would like to thank the Ohio Geological
Survey, Miami University, and the Ohio Geological Society for

Invitation from AIPG to
Submit Articles
You are invited to submit an article, paper, or guest
column based upon your geological experiences or
activities to the American Institute of Professional
Geologists to be included in “The Professional
Geologist” (TPG) quarterly journal. The article
can address a professional subject, be technical in
nature, or comment on a state or national issue
affecting the profession of geology.
Article submissions for TPG should be 800 to 3200
words in length (Word format). Photos, figures,
tables, etc. are always welcome! Author instructions
are available on the AIPG website at
www.aipg.org.

Please contact AIPG headquarters if you
have any questions. AIPG email is aipg@
aipg.org or phone (303) 412-6205.
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their help with the short course, core study, and field trip. We
would also like to thank Dr. Brian Curry, Miami University
for lecturing on the depositional environment and hydrocarbon
potential of the black shale in the Appalachian Basin as well
as Brian Mott for sharing his knowledge of the engineering
properties of the black shale deposits. We would also like to
thank all of the personnel at the Ohio Geological Survey for
allowing the Ohio Section to use the OGS core repository to
study the Ohio shale deposits. In addition, the Ohio Section
would like to thank AIPG National (Wendy Davidson and
Cathy Duran) for setting up the technical session and financial
support. We would also like to thank our sponsors and exhibitors that made the conference such a success.
For those that would like follow the adventures of the
Ohio Section and view additional photographs please follow
us on the Ohio Section on our website and blog as well as our
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/aipgohiosection

Ohio Geological Survey personnel discussed the Ohio information and
publications available on the shale deposits with attendees visiting
their booth during breaks at the Technical Conference.

Geoscience Online

Learning Initiative
(GOLI) - AGI/AIPG

You, as an AIPG Member, are invited and encouraged to submit a presentation to be given online for
the Geoscience Online Learning Initiative (GOLI). AGI
and AIPG have teamed up to build a portfolio of online
learning opportunities to help support the professional
development of prospective and early-career geoscientists as well as addressing topics of interest to the
broader geoscience profession. GOLI courses support
both synchronous and asynchronous online learning,
and count toward continuing education units (CEUs).
A $200 stipend and 10% share of registration fees
are provided to the presenters (details on presenters
guide).
If you are interested please read the GOLI AGI/AIPG Presenters Guide and Guidelines and
Suggestions for Webinar Presentations on the AIPG
National website (www.aipg.org).

AIPG, 303-412-6205
www.aipg.org

www.aipg.org

AIPG Student Chapters
Bowling Green University

James Madison University
Founded in 1998
Chapter Sponsor:
Cullen Sherwood, CPG-02811

Founded in 2008
Chapter Sponsor:
Jonathan G. Price, CPG-07814

Central Michigan University

Metropolitan State
University of Denver

University of Northern
Colorado

Middle Tennessee State
University

University of South Dakota

Founded in 2004
Chapter Sponsor:
Robert K. Vincent, MEM-0216

Founded in 2003
Chapter Sponsor:
Eric Wallis, CPG-09518

Colorado School of Mines
Founded in 1999
Chapter Sponsor:
Graham Closs, CPG-07288

Columbus State University
Founded in 2011
Chapter Sponsor:
Ron Wallace, CPG-08153

Eastern Illinois University

Founded in 2013
Chapter Sponsor:
Craig McCammack, MEM-1295

Eastern Michigan University
Founded in 2006
Chapter Sponsor:
Walter J. Bolt, CPG-10289

Florida Atlantic University
Founded in 2014
Chapter Sponsor:
Anne Murray, CPG-11645

Florida State University
Founded in 2014
Chapter Sponsor:
Anne Murray, CPG-11645

Georgia Southwestern
State University

Founded in 2013
Chapter Sponsor:
Ronald Wallace, CPG-08153

Georgia State University

Founded in 2005
Chapter Sponsor:
Ronald Wallace, CPG-08153
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Founded in 2013
Chapter Sponsor:
Thomas Van Arsdale, CPG-11073

Founded in 2014
Chapter Sponsor:
Todd McFarland, CPG-11348

Northern Kentucky
University
Founded in 2015
Chapter Sponsor:
Bill Brab, CPG-11693

Ohio State University
Founded in 2004
Chapter Sponsor:
Robin Roth, CPG-09264

SUNY Geneseo

Founded in 2015
Chapter Sponsor:
Dennis McGrath, CPG-08578

Temple University

University of Nevada-Reno

Founded in 2014
Chapter Sponsor:
Willam Hoyt, CPG-07015
Founded in 2013
Chapter Sponsor
Derric Iles, CPG-10986

University of St. Thomas
Founded in 2015
Chapter Sponsor
Sara Nelson, MEM-2505

University of TennesseeChattanooga
Founded in 2014
Chapter Sponsor
John R. Sewell, MEM-2487

University of West Georgia
Founded in 2010
Chapter Sponsor:
Eric Lowe, MEM-0385

University of WisconsinWhitewater

Founded in 2006
Chapter Sponsor:
Dennis Pennington, CPG-04401

Founded in 2015
Chapter Sponsor:
Christine Lilek, CPG-10195

University of California-Davis

Wayne State University

Founded in 2010
Chapter Sponsor:
James Jacobs, CPG-07760

Founded in 2012
Chapter Sponsor:
John Barkach, CPG-09121

University of Georgia

Western Michigan University

Founded in 2011
Chapter Sponsor
Ron Wallace, CPG-08153

University of Kentucky
Founded in 2015
Chapter Sponsor
Bill Brab, CPG-11693

Founded in 2015
Chapter Sponsor:
John Barkach, CPG-09121

Wright State University
Founded in 1996
Chapter Sponsor:
Thomas Berg, CPG-08208
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The Certification
Experience Requirement
David Abbott, Ron Wallace,
Keri Nutter, Stephanie Jarvis,
and Larry Austin

For most of AIPG’s history, 8 years
of experience beyond receipt of a bachelor’s degree has been required to obtain
CPG status (with 1 year credit for the
Masters and 3 years credit for a PhD).
However, there was a period when this
was reduced to 5 years. A member’s
question was asked at the May 2015
National Executive Committee about
whether the 8-year requirement should
be maintained or modified. An ad hoc
committee was appointed to evaluate
AIPG’s experience requirement. The ad
hoc committee’s members were David
Abbott, CPG-4570, Chairman, Ron
Wallace, CPG-8153, Keri Nutter, CPG11579, and Stephanie Jarvis, YP-125.
Larry Austin, CPG-5181, Chairman of
the National Screening Committee, was
consulted for his thoughts on the matter.
As a first step, the committee looked
at the requirements for certification,
chartered status, fellowship, and professional licensing from various geoscience
organizations.

Experience
Requirements of Other
Professional Geoscience
Organizations
• American Association of Petroleum
Geologists (AAPG)
o Certified Petroleum Geologist
(Division of Professional Affairs):
8 years
• Australasian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy (AusIMM)
o Fellow: 10 years
o Chartered Professional Member:
5 years—CP status for Members
required for NI 43-101 recognition
• ASBOG (http://asbog.org/matrix/
Matrix--Nov%202014.pdf)
1.
2.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o Model law, 4 years post BA/BS
o Average of 30 ASBOG states: 4.8
years
o 20 of 30 states (including Puerto
Rico): 5 years
o Maximum: 7 years (AR & ME),
minimum 3 (CA, MO, Puerto Rico)
ASTM Environmental Professional
o 3 years of experience under the
supervision of a PE, PG, or other
state license/registration or 5
years of post-degree experience
Australian JORC Code (2012)
Competent Person: 5 years of relevant
experience in area of responsibility—implies experience in responsible
position (http://www.jorc.org/docs/
jorc_code2012.pdf)
Canada (from http://geoscientistscanada.ca/becoming-a-p-geo/applyfor-p-geo/)
o Profession Geologist (P. Geo.): 4
years of supervised experience
o National Instrument 43-101,
Companion Policy 43-101CP:
Competent Person: at least 5 years
of relevant experience, at least 3
of which must be in a responsible
position
European Federation of Geologists
(EFG)
o European Geologist title: 8 years
Geological Society of London (GSL)
o Fellow: 6 years
o Chartered Geologist: must be a
Fellow
Mining and Metallurgical Society of
America (MMSA)
o QP (Qualified Person) certification, 10 years of experience including 5 years of responsible charge
Society of Economic Geologists (SEG)

o Member: geoscience degree
o Fellow: 8 years including 3 years
in position of responsibility
• Society for Mining Metallurgy and
Exploration (SME)
o Registered Member: “5 years of
professional experience, of which
at least 3 must have been in a
position of responsibility, defined
as one in which the individual was
depended on for significant participation, management and decision
making and that the applicant is
capable of scoping, supervising,
and checking relevant work to
ensure it meets industry standards.”
US state or Canadian provincial
or territorial professional licensing is
required for those practicing geoscience
within the borders of the particular
state, province, or territory.1 Therefore,
AIPG’s experience requirement should
be no less than the 5 years most commonly required for an ASBOG state
license. Five years of experience should
be viewed as a minimum requirement.
AIPG Certification is recognized as
partial evidence of meeting the competent person standard for JORC Code
reporting or the qualified person standard for Canadian National Instrument
43-101 reporting. This is a very important
recognition for AIPG CPGs practicing in
the mining industry. As a result, AIPG’s
Certification requirements should meet
or exceed the Australian or Canadian
requirements in order to maintain this
recognition.2
Companion Policy 43-101CP to
National Instrument 43-101 (2011 edition) contains the following discussion of
the qualifications for a qualified person.

Exceptions to the licensing requirement include some areas of practice. Natural resource geoscience is a commonly exempted practice
area for those states providing an exemption. Teaching is another common exemption.
The 2011 edition of Canadian National Instrument 43-101 stopped recognition of AusIMM Members who were not Chartered
Professionals because only 3 years of experience are required to become an AusIMM Member.
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The Certification experience requirement
(7) “qualified person”—The definition of “qualified person” in the
Instrument does not include engineering and geoscience technicians, engineers and geoscientists
in training, and equivalent designations that restrict the individual’s scope of practice or require
the individual to practise under
the supervision of another professional engineer, professional
geoscientist, or equivalent.3
Paragraph (d) of the definition
requires a qualified person to be
“in good standing with a professional association.” We interpret
this to include satisfying any
related registration, licensing, or
similar requirements. Canadian
provincial and territorial legislation requires a qualified person
to be registered if practising in
a jurisdiction of Canada. It is
the responsibility of the qualified
person, in compliance with their
professional association’s code of
ethics, to comply with laws requiring licensure of geoscientists and
engineers.
Paragraph (e) of the definition
includes a test for what constitutes an acceptable membership
designation in a foreign professional association. Appendix A
to the Policy provides a list of
the membership designations that
we think meet this test as of the
effective date of the Instrument.
We will update the list periodically. In assessing whether we
think a membership designation
meets the test, we will consider
whether it is substantially similar to a membership designation
in a professional association in a
jurisdiction of Canada.
Subparagraph (e)(ii)(B) includes the
concept of “demonstrated expertise in the field of mineral exploration or mining.” We generally
interpret this to mean having at
least five years of professional
experience and satisfying an additional entrance requirement relating to level of responsibility. Some
examples of such a requirement
are:
(a) at least three years in a position of responsibility where the
3.
4.

person was depended on for
significant participation and
decision-making;
(b) experience of a responsible
nature and involving the exercise of independent judgment
in at least three of those years;
(c) at least five years in a position of major responsibility, or
a senior technical position of
responsibility.
The CIM Definition Standards
for
Mineral
Resources
and
Mineral
Reserves
(http://web.
cim.org/standards/MenuPage.
cfm?sections=177&menu=178, adopted
5/10/14) contains additional guidance
for determining whether one meets the
definition of qualified person:
“Determination of what constitutes
relevant experience can be a difficult area and common sense has
to be exercised.”
“The Qualified Person(s) should be
clearly satisfied that they could
face their peers and demonstrate
competence and relevant experience in the commodity, type
of deposit and situation under
consideration. If doubt exists, the
person must either seek or obtain
opinions from other colleagues or
demonstrate that he or she has
obtained assistance from experts
in areas where he or she lacked
the necessary expertise.”
Examples of various types of experience are provided in the CIM Definition
Standards.
Aside from the requirements to meet
the JORC and Canadian requirements
for geoscientists in the mining industry,
comparison with the requirements of
similar peer organizations, AAPG, EFG,
GSL, MMSA, and SEG, suggests that
8 years of experience is a reasonable
requirement for AIPG. In particular,
AIPG is the US vetting organization for
the EFG, which has an 8-year experience
requirement. CPGs wishing to obtain the
EFG’s European Geologist title, which
covers all types of geoscience in most of
the European countries, can do so by having AIPG send their CPG application, an
updated resume, and an application fee
to the EFG; granting of the European
Geologist title is then automatic as
long as the CPG pays EFG’s dues each

year and files the required CPD report.
Thus the 8-year experience requirement
should be kept for reciprocity with the
EFG.
Aside from the foregoing considerations, AIPG “was founded in 1963 to
promote the profession of geology and
to provide certification for geologists
as a vehicle for establishing a standard of excellence for the profession.”4
Maintaining that standard of excellence
for the profession requires AIPG to have
certification requirements that exceed
the minimum standards of other organizations and that generally equal the
requirements of similar peer organizations. Therefore, the ad hoc committee
recommends that the 8-year experience
requirement for certification be retained.

Should AIPG Include a
‘Responsible Position’
Requirement as Part
of the Experience
Requirement?
Several of AIPG’s peer geoscience
organizations, AusIMM, Canadian
National Instrument 43-101, SEG, and
SME’s Registered Member requirements, require that part of the experience requirement be in a position of
responsibility. The SME is the only organization to define “position of responsibility.” The SME’s definition is:
“[A] position of responsibility, defined
as one in which the individual was
depended on for significant participation, management and decision
making and that the applicant is
capable of scoping, supervising,
and checking relevant work to
ensure it meets industry standards.”
Companion Policy 43-101CP to
National Instrument 43-101 (2011 edition) provides some examples of the
types of position that indicate a position
of responsibility, namely:
“(a) at least three years in a position
of responsibility where the person
was depended on for significant
participation and decision-making;
(b) experience of a responsible nature
and involving the exercise of independent judgment in at least three
of those years;

“Practise” is the correct Canadian spelling used in the quoted document.
Richard J. Proctor, 2003, Prologue—What is AIPG?: A history of AIPG 1963-2003, AIPG, 390 p. on p. vii.
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The Certification experience requirement
(c) at least five years in a position of
major responsibility, or a senior
technical position of responsibility.”
The CIM Definition Standards note
that determination of relevant experience is a difficult to specifically define but
that exercise of common sense will generally provide a clear answer. Adoption
of a ‘responsible position’ requirement
can be expected to generate questions
and possibly difficult decisions on marginal Certification applications for the
National Screening Committee each
year. But requests for further information about at position’s responsibilities
and common sense should generally
resolve the questions.
Because the SME’s Registered
Member requirements and Companion
Policy 43-101CP state that at least 3
years in a position of responsibility is
required, the ad hoc Committee’s report
recommended to the National Executive
Committee that the experience requirement for AIPG Certification be changed
to require 3 years of experience in a
position of responsibility. The current
experience requirement provides that 3
years (36 months) of experience may be
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earned through completion of a doctorate degree, effectively requiring 5 years
of professional experience after graduation. The recommended 3 years in a
position of responsibility is not inconsistent with the grant of experience for
graduate degrees and does reflect that
geoscientists are not normally given
full positions of responsibility when
they enter the practicing profession;
some additional experience is normally
required, although this period will be
less for those having a doctorate degree.

We want your
feedback! Have you
perused the electronic
version of TPG? Was
it easy to navigate and
view articles? Please send
us your comments on
the electronic TPG and
suggestions how we can
improve your viewing
experience.

Should I Become a CPG?

Have a you been thinking
about upgrading your membership to CPG? If the answer is
yes, What are your waiting
for? To find out if you have the
qualifications go to Article 2.3.1
of the AIPG Bylaws. The AIPG
Bylaws can be found on the
AIPG website or the directory.
The CPG application can be
found on the website under
‘Membership’. Just follow the
instructions. The basic paperwork includes the application,
application fee, transcripts,
geological experience verification and sponsors.
If you have any questions,
you may contact Vickie Hill,
Manager of Membership
Services at aipg@aipg.org or
call headquarters at 303-4126205. www.aipg.org
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editor’s corner

We Live In Interesting
(Geologic) Times
Jean M. Neubeck, CPG-11438

How do you respond when people ask
you “What do you do?” I’ve vacillated
over the years, saying generic things
like “I’m a consultant” when I want to
change the conversation, and sometimes
I’ve been an “environmental consultant”
in certain company. But I’ve noticed that
I have to steel myself when I come right
out and say “I’m a geologist.” I’ll bet most
of us can relate - at some point we’ve
heard reactions ranging from “Oh, you
look at rocks” or, “That’s like archaeology, right?” In more recent years, it can
become a flash point when people thrust
you into policy with, “Really? What
do you think of hydrofracing?” as you
mingle at a wedding reception.
So, do you assuage your interrogator
with a non-committal reply - after all,
they probably are politely breaking the
ice and the social situation likely doesn’t
merit a refereed debate. But for me, it’s a
good time to represent geologists’ contributions to society. With the exception of
obvious small-talk situations, I’ve been
expanding my reply with plain language
such as “I’m a geologist, I specialize in
cleaning up contaminated properties,”
or “I find and test public ground water
supplies,” or “We help miners locate
construction materials for roads and
bridges.”
Geology has always been interesting to geologists, but recent headlines
emphasize that we certainly “live in
interesting times,” as the old curse
goes. There have been major landslides
in Washington while fires are stripping
slopes in western states and setting the
stage for soil erosion. We debate the
Keystone pipeline while there have been
oil and natural gas employment booms
and busts, and political maneuvering to
secure precious minerals from unstable
allies and “unreliable” countries. The
most recent disaster was the EPA’s own
snafu of breaching a mine impoundment that released toxic metals into the
Animas River in Colorado and into New
www.aipg.org

Mexico. Dr. Robert G. Font, CPG03953, reported on the recent flooding in
Texas elsewhere in this TPG issue, while
dire drought conditions in California are
depleting aquifers. And who hasn’t been
asked about climate change? These days,
it’s easy to illustrate the importance of
geology and how it impacts everyday life.
We’ve heard the advice that we need
an “elevator speech” to concisely convey our professional qualifications to
a potential employer or client within
a few sentences - in the short time it
takes an elevator to reach your floor so it makes sense to develop a similar
reply for people to understand what you
actually do as a geologist. Armed with
some concise descriptions to illustrate
the breath of geology, I’m starting to
enjoy, rather than dread, the reactions.
When people express more interest, I’ve
used the opportunity to shed some light
regarding public sources of information,
geosciences employment potential, and
recruiting others by encouraging their
interest in any of the sciences.
AIPG member David M. Abbott, Jr.,
CPG-04570, has developed an informative field trip and accompanying
guide, “The Consequences of Living
with Geology: A Model Field Trip for
the General Public.” The field trip and
guide examine various locations in the
Denver area and are designed to educate
the public by demonstrating how geology
affects peoples’ lives every day.
Field trip stops include a subsiding
and burning underground coal mine,
unstable slopes, flooding, and construction damage from expansive clays,
among others. David’s field trip guide
can be viewed on AIPG website under
the Colorado Section publications.
It is the public that ultimately drives
the demand for goods and services, so
the public must understand and value
those geologic services. We can both
educate and add value to our profession

by demonstrating the impacts of geology
viewed in the context of how society must
cope with, or attempt to reconcile, our
active, living earth.
This spring I spoke about “what
geologists do” at three separate career
events that included grade school, college undergraduates, and middle school
students. The presentations at schools
included passing around rock cores and
performing hands-on demonstrations.
A resourceful friend has captured audiences by showing a video of blasting a
rock face at a quarry, which especially
delights younger people. It was a pleasure to meet those students, but I did
not anticipate such thought-provoking
comments and stump-the-geologist
questions! Hopefully, participating in
outreach events has helped stir a few
minds into thinking about studying
earth science.
There have never been more “interesting times” for geology and geologists to
take center stage. Consider whether you
or your local organization could compile a
short field trip, a video clip, demonstration, or slide presentation to highlight
the unique or problematic geologic issues
and solutions in your community and
how geologists contribute to society.
Maybe the next time I’m enjoying a
beer and a pleasant time in the company
of non-geologists, I may just enlighten
someone else or even myself.
Editor’s Note: The subject matter of
TPG columns is not coordinated (except
the annual Student Issue) so I was
pleased that AIPG President Foster
Sawyer chose a similar theme, but took
a difference perspective, of the need for
geologists to educate and communicate
effectively with the public. Please read
Sawyer’s column on page 29, which discusses the need to improve the public’s
understanding and the value of geology
and the geosciences.
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Answers on Page 30

Robert G. Font, CPG-03953
rgfont@cs.com

1.

A type
a)
b)
c)
d)

of “texture” one may expect to find in volcanic rocks is:
Dendritic
Oolitic
Aphanitic
Phaneritic

2.

The foundation of “silicate minerals” (which constitute the most abundant mineral group found in the Earth’s crust) is
the “silicon tetrahedron” where four oxygen anions bond to a silicon cation to create a radical with a valence of -4. What
is the valence of the silicon cation?
a)
+4
b)
+6
c)
+8

3.

The seismic discontinuity that separates the Earth’s mantle from the Earth’s core is known as the:
a)
Mohorovic discontinuity
b)
Gutenberg discontinuity
c)
Bullen or Lehmann discontinuity

4.

Consider a horizontal fault where Block X rests on Block Y. The force “F” is that which is required to move Block X over
Block Y. Block X has a length “L,” a width “a” and thickness “T.” Let “U” be the coefficient of friction along the fault plane
and “W” be the weight of Block X. Let’s also say that the lithologic unit which makes up Blocks X and Y has a density “p”
and that the acceleration due to gravity is “g.” In our example, let L = 10 km, g = 980 cm sec-2, p = 2.70 gm cm-3 and U =
0.5. Recall that “stress” (S) is force per unit area. Based on this information, what value of “S” would be needed to cause
motion along the fault?
a)
1.09 x 108 dyne cm-2
b)
1.32 x 109 dyne cm-2
c)
1.56 x 1010 dyne cm-2
d)
Me, do this? No way, José!

5.

In reference to question 4 and given a rupture strength of 5 x 108 dyne cm-2 for the rock which makes up Blocks X and
Y (closer to what we may expect, in reality), what is the maximum length (L) of Block X that could be moved along the
fault without it being potentially “crushed in place?”
a)
L = 9.33 km
b)
L = 4.19 km
c)
L = 3.78 km
d)
Great Scott! Man, this is absolutely depressing!
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Relating Geoscience
to the Public
J. Foster Sawyer, CPG-10000
foster.sawyer@sdsmt.edu

Recently I had the pleasure of representing AIPG at the June 2015 Council
Meeting of the European Federation of
Geologists (EFG) in Newcastle, England,
which was held in conjunction with a
workshop titled “Mining in a Crowded
Country.” Later in the summer I had
the pleasure of organizing and teaching
a new petroleum-related field course
based in the Powder River, Williston,
and Denver-Julesburg basins. During
both of these experiences geologic information, exploration techniques, and
approaches to resource extraction all
were discussed. However, significant
time also was devoted to environmental
and societal considerations during the
production and transportation of the
resources. After completing these two
separate experiences, I was struck by
the similar challenges faced by geoscientists around the world. Geoscientists not
only work to provide natural resources
that support modern civilization, but
they also are called upon to protect
water resources, air quality, ecosystems,
and other natural resources that can
be vulnerable to impacts from mining,
hydrocarbon production, industrial and
agricultural operations, and many other
anthropogenic activities. I was more
deeply impressed than ever with the
role of geoscientists in relating critical
information to the public with respect to
issues such as mining, hydraulic fracturing, earthquakes, flooding, landslides,
aquifer recharge areas, volcanic eruptions, and the list continues.
One of the many interesting topics of discussion at the EFG meeting
in Newcastle was a description of the
permitting process and societal issues
involved with a proposed subsurface
mine in a large potash deposit located
within a national park in England. The
entire operation, from mining through
transportation of the ore to a facility
outside of the park, is designed to be
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completely underground to minimize
impacts to the national park. The proposed mine would obviously bring significant economic benefits and jobs to
the region, and progress has been made
in the permitting process. I could not
help but wonder how a proposed mine
site such as this in a national park in
the United States would fare, and it will
be interesting to watch the progression
of events during the permitting process
for that project.
Here in the U.S. we also have many
societal issues with mining, hydrocarbon production/transportation, water
resources, and other activities. As this
goes to press news is breaking about a
mining related spill in Colorado. Issues
involving the Marcellus Formation and
other hydrocarbon producing formations
in the northeastern United States have
garnered much press coverage during
recent years. The course I taught this
summer took me to an active oilfield in
Colorado where wells in the Niobrara
Formation are hydraulically fractured
and where there has been ongoing political tension regarding the oil and gas
industry. Several Colorado municipalities have voted to suspend or ban hydraulic fracturing, and there are current
efforts to approve a statewide ballot
initiative that if passed would give local
governments in Colorado the ability to
ban hydraulic fracturing in their jurisdictions.
Given these and many other pressing
geosocietal issues worldwide, it is clear
that relating, explaining, and interpreting geoscientific issues to the public
is more important than ever, and that
geoscientists play a fundamental role
in the perception and understanding
of critical industrial fields (e.g., water,
mining, hydrocarbons) that sustain the
very fabric of society on a global scale.
However, many people do not make
the connection between geoscientists

and the products and materials that
they use every day such as cell phones,
computers, vehicles, fuel, heat and air
conditioning in their homes and offices,
the buildings in which they live and
work, the roads on which they travel,
clean water to drink, and innumerable
other products that are fundamental to
our lives. Sometimes emotion and misinformation carry the day in the heat of
public debate, and information available
from a myriad of online sources can be
conflicting, inflammatory, misleading,
or inaccurate.
Municipalities, public and regulatory
boards of all types, state and federal
congressional representatives, and the
general public all need clear, accurate,
unbiased information in order to make
appropriate decisions regarding the use
and conservation of precious natural
resources. Geoscience education and
public relations have come a long way in
recent years, and our message is getting
stronger and clearer, but there is more
work to be done. Efforts by petroleum
and mining companies to convey their
concern for environmental protection
and stewardship, efforts by organizations such as the American Geoscience
Institute (and many others) to educate
lawmakers and the general public about
the importance of geoscience issues,
and efforts by individuals including the
members of AIPG and dozens of other
geoscience organizations are having a
positive impact. I applaud these efforts
and encourage all of our members to contribute their knowledge and expertise
in these endeavors which are critical to
society as well as to the field and profession of geoscience.
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answers to questions on page 28
Answers:
1.

The answer is choice c” or “aphanitic”. “Aphanitic” refers to the fine-grained texture achieved through rapid cooling where
large crystals do not have the time to develop. In contrast, in plutonic rocks “phaneritic” or coarse-grained texture, indicative of slow-cooling rates, is to be expected.
“Dendritic” commonly refers to a type of geomorphological stream drainage pattern. In a “dendritic” stream pattern there
are many contributing streams which join together into the tributaries of the main stream. “Dendritic” patterns are to be
expected where the river channel follows the slope of the overall terrain.
“Oolitic” describes a type of texture found in some sedimentary rocks, such as limestone. “Oolites” are small rounded
particles that form when layers of typically calcite are deposited around some tiny particles, such as sand grains or fossil
fragments, which are rolled back and forth in quiet waters. Some oolitic limestones have proven to be excellent petroleum
reservoirs.

2.

The answer is choice “a” or “+4.” Each oxygen anion has a valence of -2; thus, four of these result in a total of -8. If the
radical of the silicon tetrahedron has an overall value of -4, then the silicon cation must contribute a charge of +4.

3.

The answer is choice “b” or “Gutenberg discontinuity”. It occurs at an approximate depth of 2,900 kilometers.
The “Mohorovic discontinuity” refers to the boundary between the Earth’s crust and the Earth’s mantle. It occurs at a
depth of 10-12 kilometers under the ocean and 40-50 kilometers under the continent.
The “Bullen discontinuity” or “Lehmann discontinuity” applies to the boundary between the Earth’s molten outer core
and its more solid inner core. It occurs at an approximate depth of 5,200 kilometers.

4.

The answer is choice b” or [1.32 x 109 dyne cm-2]. The proof follows (please refer to the figure below):
“Stress” is force per unit area or:
S = F/A or F = SA				
(1)
The coefficient of friction is:
U = F/W					(2)
The area over which “F” acts is:
A = aT						(3)
Substituting (3) into (1):
F = SaT					(4)
The weight of Block X is:
W = LaTpg					(5)
To calculate the stress value that we seek, we substitute (4) and
(5) into (2) and solve for “S”:
U = F/W = SaT/LaTpg = S/Lpg
S = ULpg					(6)
Equation (6) gives us the results that we want. Substituting the values given in our example, equation (6) becomes:
S = (0.5) (1,000,000 cm) (2.70 gm cm-3) (980 cm sec-2)
S = 1.32 x 109 dyne cm-2			(7)
Equation (7) is choice “b” in our example. Please note that the magnitude of “S” in (7) is equivalent to the “unconfined
compressive strength” of very hard rocks, such as granite, basalt, quartzite and slate, but that it exceeds their “shear
strength” by more than 2.5 times! Thus, it is important to consider potential physical constraints to keep our geological
models and related solutions realistic!

5.

The answer is choice “c” or L = 3.78 km. The proof follows:
Solving equation (6) in question 4 for “L”:
S = ULpg				(6)
L = S / (Upg)				
(8)
Substituting actual values:
L = (5 x 108 dyne cm-2) / [(0.5) (2.70 gm cm-3) (980 cm sec-2)]
L = 3.78 km				
(9)
Equation (9) corresponds to our choice “c” and takes into account physical constraints in an attempt to make our model
more geologically-realistic!
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PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND PRACTICES - Column 155
Topical Index-Table of Contents to the Professional Ethics and
Practices Columns

A topically based Index-Table of Contents, “pe&p index.xls” covering columns, articles,
and letters to the editor that have been referred to in the PE&P columns in Excel format is
on the AIPG web site in the Ethics section. This Index-Table of Contents is updated as each
issue of the TPG is published. You can use it to find those items addressing a particular area
of concern. Suggestions for improvements should be sent to David Abbott, dmageol@msn.com

Compiled by David M. Abbott, Jr., CPG-04570,
5055 Tamarac Street, Denver, CO 80238,
303-394-0321, fax 303-394-0543, dmageol@msn.com

Field Training at Field Camp and
Otherwise
Stephanie Jarvis’, YP-125, “In the Field” column in the
May/Jun/Jul ′15 TPG provided a very interesting discussion of
the question of why many current geoscience students do not
like and/or are not comfortable doing field work and are likewise uncomfortable taking field camp. Jarvis provides some
general observations on the topic but particularly focuses on
some of the real issues women have in the field. I encourage
everyone to read or re-read Jarvis’ column.
As Jarvis notes, the discussion stemmed from comments I
heard from the largely academic participants at a meeting at
the Geological Society of America in March. Since it’s been a
few decades since I was a student, I posed the question to Jarvis
and Student’s Voice columnist Kristina Portabib, SA-3410,
who are far more familiar with current student views than
me. We agreed that a discussion of the topic was warranted
and it quickly became apparent that there are variety of issues
involved here. Both Jarvis, in “Notes from the Field” (Sep/Oct
′11), and Portabib, in “A Capstone Experience” (Sep/Oct ′13)
have written about their field camp experience and the value
they received from it (both articles are on the Geologic Ethics
& Professional Practices CD along with all my columns and
articles by others that I’ve discussed). “Field Camp: it’s not
optional for the professional,” the lead topic in column 131
(Jan/Feb ′11), discusses not only the importance of field camp
but some of the problems students have with taking field camp
and the fact only a few schools offer a field camp; cost being
the main reason for both. Nevertheless, gaining exposure to
rocks in the field via some sort of field experiences is a basic
part of geoscience education.
There are a variety of skills required for field camp: general outdoors skills (proper clothing and other gear, hiking
skills, etc.), compass use and orienteering, the ability to read
topographic maps and air photos, etc. Some of us learn these
skills through Scouting and similar activities, but others don’t.
Courses like geomorphology with labs using maps and air
photos can acquaint one with some of these skills. The ability
to read topographic maps helps when one is dealing with other
contoured (properly isoline) data such as structure maps on
the top of some buried formation, isopachs, etc. GPS units are
commonly used for located sampling and other sites these days,
but when you’re in a canyon, GPS may not work because your
GPS can’t see enough satellites and you have to fall back on a
compass and a map or air photo to locate yourself.
There is an additional skill that you may need as a young
professional, the ability to use a manual transmission (aka
www.aipg.org

a stick shift). When you’re dealing with rough terrain roads
(trails), manual transmissions have been preferred for years
and so many company vehicles still have them. Automatic
transmissions are getting better (more gears), but not all field
vehicles have them.
In SEG Newsletter #101, April 2015, 2015 SEG President
François Robert addressed the issue of acquiring the professionally required geological understanding based on basic
observations of outcrops, drill core, and the use of a variety of
other geoscientific data sets. Robert states:
An obvious question is how can we acquire the required
practical observation and interpretation skills? We have
all heard that, all other factors being equal, the best
geologists are those who have seen the most rocks. This
is certainly true but it is also about knowing what to look
for in the rock to establish its geological context, especially
its place in space and time. In other words, it is about
linking one’s own field-based observations with relevant
geological concepts, knowledge of processes, and an accurate geologic map (or section) at the scale of interest. This
practical geological know-how is not gained overnight and
comes only with dedication, experience, and as much field
exposure as possible.
For students, this process starts with making the best
of any field geology components still offered by academic
institutions, seeking field-based summer employment or
internships, with a mapping component if available, and
participating in as many external field trips as possible.
Robert recognizes that field camp, while desirable, is not
the only way one can acquire field skills. Some schools offer
courses in field methods that include one- or two-day mapping exercises. For students whose need to work during the
summer to raise tuition funds or who have family obligations
that prevent attending a 6-week field camp, these shorter field
skills courses are an alternative, particularly where a variety
of such exercises are offered throughout one’s undergraduate
program. Field trips sponsored by local and national geoscience
societies are great learning opportunities for both students
and professionals. Local society trips are usually cheaper and
involve less travel. Some societies, such as SEG, offer field
conferences that are very valuable both during and after one’s
academic career. Many companies will pay for their younger
staff members to attend such courses that are focused on topics of particular interest.
It is true that many (most?) geoscientists spend only a
small amount of their professional time in the field; it’s true
for me. But field trips continue to be an important part of my
professional development. Even though I’m a mining geologist,
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I’ve benefited a great deal from taking a variety field trips
focused on areas outside mining geology. I’ve learned about
landslides and other forms of ground failure on engineering
geology-focused trips and ground failures can be a real issue at
some mining properties. Karst features are likewise important
in some areas as is “seeing through” glacial drift and similar
features. As Robert and many others have noted, the geoscientist who sees the most rocks wins.

Students: Do You Want a Job/
Internship? Use Email
I’m aware that most young people, those born after 1980
or “after Nixon” as it has been put, prefer texting, Facebook,
Twitter, and other forms of social media as means of communication. Apparently, email and phone calls are “so 20th
century.” This knowledge was re-enforced at the GSA Divisions
and Affiliated Societies meeting at the end of March where
the mostly academic attendees expressed their frustration that
they can’t get students to apply for scholarships, grants, etc.
using email. News flash, without using email, you won’t get
a job or an internship. The communications required for such
applications are necessarily longer than a Tweet soundbite.
I’ve learned that texting is sometimes very handy for short
messages. But if I have to write a paper, I’d almost rather
use a typewriter—that ancient technology I had to use going
through college and grad school—rather than text. My fingers
just aren’t that nimble on my phone. I prefer a computer’s
keyboard. The people who can offer you jobs, scholarships,
internships, grants, etc. have the same bias. Humor us, use
email, and you might get a job, etc.

2015 Proposed AGI Guidelines for
Ethical Professional Conduct: Update
In column 153 (Jan/Feb/Mar ′15) I discussed the proposed
2015 AGI Guidelines for Ethical Professional Conduct. At
that time, the proposed Guidelines were distributed to the
AGI member societies for comment. A variety of comments
were received and considered by the committee drafting
the guidelines, which resulted in a number of changes to
the proposed version included in column 153. The revised
Guidelines were approved by AGI’s Executive Committee on
April 13, 2015. The revised version is available at http://www.
americangeosciences.org/community/agi-guidelines-ethicalprofessional-conduct. The AGI Ethics Committee’s members
were: David Mogk, Chair and NAGT; David Abbott, AIPG;
Linda Gunderson, AGU; Murray Hitzman, SEG; Robert Tepel,
AEG; Denise Hills, AWG; Monica Ramirez, AWG; Edmund
Nickless, GSL; Lee Phillips, CUR; Joe Gillman, AASG; Robert
Finkelman, IMGA; Doug Walker, GSA; Pat Leahy, AGI; and
Maeve Boland, AGI.

• Revisions to make clear that the Ethics Committee
Chairman is responsible for the review of allegations and
the administration of the Procedures.
• A statement that the Ethics Committee Chairman can
call for an Adjudicatory Hearing even if the respondent
has resigned in egregious cases so that findings of fact and
conclusions regarding ethical violations can be reached in
order to protect the public.
• A change allowing Adjudicatory Hearings to be held via
video conference to save travel expenses by those participating in a Hearing.
• Clarification of AIPG’s right to notify professional societies having an enforced code of ethics or conduct, licensing
boards, and other governmental bodies of the results of a
Disciplinary Proceeding.
• A statement that communications relating a Proceeding can
be made via email or other electronic means.
The updated Disciplinary Procedures are posted on the
AIPG website.

Ban Indiscriminate Hammering and
Other Outcrop Destruction
In column 153 (Jan/Feb/Mar ′15) I reviewed the thencurrent draft of the 2015 Proposed AGI Guidelines for Ethical
Professional Conduct that was being circulated to the member
societies of the American Geoscience Institute for comments.
An additional item addressing outcrop preservation has been
proposed:
• Sample responsibly so that materials and sites are preserved for future study.
The proposed language is a summary of points contained in the Geologist’s Association Geological Fieldwork
Guide, http://www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/downloads/
Code%20of%20conduct/Code%20for%20fieldwork%20combined.pdf. I urge all professors, students, and other geoscientists to download this excellent short (2 page) Fieldwork Guide.
I addressed this issue in column 127 (May/Jun ′10) beginning, “Students demonstrate their enthusiasm for geology on
field trips by leaping from their transporting vehicles, hammer in hand, charging the nearest outcrop, and whacking
away with gusto.” This practice must be stopped due to the
resulting destruction of significant features of outcrops. As
pointed out in the Geological Fieldwork Guide, repeated coring
for geomagnetic or other types of samples similarly degrades
outcrops and is unnecessary; see Photo 1 in column 127 and
the photo below. Similar marring occurs when someone spray

AIPG Disciplinary Procedures
Updated
At their May 15th meeting, the National Executive
Committee approved an update and revision to AIPG’s
Disciplinary Procedures. The main changes include:
• A statement that the Procedures are “not a strictly legal
process,” that they reflect review and judgment by one’s
professional peers.
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An over-cored sandstone.
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paints numbers or other symbols on an
outcrop prior taking pictures.
I recognize that outcrop samples can
be very important for a variety of reasons. Likewise, students and others need
to practice coring for research projects.
However, there are less outcrop-destructive alternatives available. Outcrops,
particularly the ones frequently visited,
tend to have a lot of broken pieces at
the bottom that can be broken up and
collected. Large boulders can be brought
to campus for coring practice in the
same way that boulders for hand-drilling
contests are collected by those schools
having teams competing in mining task
contests (like rodeo or woodsman’s competitions, mining competitions are a specialized sport in which only a few schools
participate). Numbers and symbols can
be written on paper and temporarily
taped to the outcrop for the purpose of
taking pictures.
In summary, leave a clean outcrop
that retains its distinctive features for
the geoscientists and students who will
visit it in the future.

Stolen CPG Certificate
Numbers
I received the second case in about a
year where someone was using the CPG
certification number of an AIPG CPG
without the knowledge of the certification holder. In both cases the individual
who stole the certification number was
in a state at some distance from the
residence of the certification holder. Both
cases were brought to AIPG’s attention
by someone who was checking the credentials of the person falsely claiming
to be a CPG. AIPG headquarters can
easily check the membership database

by CPG number and confirm that the
certification number has been stolen
from the real holder. I’m informed of
the situation and send the real CPG
the information we have about the
individual who stole the certification
number. In both cases, the real CPG
knew nothing about the theft of their
certification number. Beyond informing
the real CPG and the person bringing
the theft to AIPG’s attention, there’s
little AIPG can do. Depending on the
information provided and the nature of
the misuse of the certification number,
it may be possible to inform appropriate regulatory authorities. But this also
requires the person bringing the matter
to our attention being willing to work
with the regulator. If you become aware
that someone else is using your AIPG
membership number, please let Vickie
Hill at AIPG headquarters know about
it and contact me. If nothing else, AIPG
will do what it can to protect your name
and professional reputation.

Do you need an
idea for a section
talk, field trip,
meeting?
Have you read
the AIPG section
newsletters on the
AIPG website?
•2015 Summer Field TripMichigan
•Dinosaur Ridge Boy Scout DayColorado
•Fall Field Trip Planing -Texas

INSURANCE
PROGRAMS
Available to
AIPG MEMBERS
GeoCare Benefits Program
For information:
Life, Dental, Disability,
Supplemental Insurance, and Cancer
Expense
GeoCare Benefits
Insurance Plan
http://www.geocarebenefits.com/
Phone: 800-337-3140 or
805-566-9191
Liberty Mutual Insurance Auto and
Home Insurance
http://www.libertymutual.com/lm/
aipg
Phone: 1-800-524-9400
Please mention client
#111397 when you contact
Liberty Mutual.
The Wright Group Professional
Liability Insurance
General Liability Insurance http://
www.thewrightgroupinc.com Phone:
303-863-7788
Financial Services
The Consulting Group at RBC Wealth
Management David Rhode, Senior
Investment Management Specialist/
Financial Advisor http://rbcfc.com/
david.rhode/ dave.rhode@rbc.com
Phone: 1-800-365-3246
Fax: 303-488-3636

Geologic Ethics & Professional Practices
is now available on CD
This CD is a collection of articles, columns, letters to the editor, and other material addressing
professional ethics and general issues of professional geologic practice that were printed in The
Professional Geologist. It includes an electronic version of the now out-of-print Geologic Ethics
and Professional Practices 1987-1997, AIPG Reprint Series #1. The intent of this CD is collection
of this material in a single place so that the issues and questions raised by the material may
be more conveniently studied. The intended ‘students’ of this CD include everyone interested
in the topic, from the new student of geology to professors emeritus, working geologists, retired
geologists, and those interested in the geologic profession.
AIPG members will be able to update their copy of this CD by regularly downloading the pe&p
index.xls file from the www.aipg.org under “Ethics” and by downloading the electronic version of
The Professional Geologist from the members only area of the AIPG website. The cost of the CD
is $25 for members, $35 for non-members, $15 for student members and $18 for non-member
students, plus shipping and handling. To order go to www.aipg.org.
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Hydrothink

Apparently the Budget
Numbers Were Fixed
William J. Stone, MEM-2164
wstone04@gmail.com

The anticipated expenditures in an annual project budget
must be realistic in view of the funds available. Managers
deplore overruns. In fact, it goes beyond that. They are ever
watchful for ways to reduce costs, thereby freeing up moneys
for other uses.
I once worked at a mine where a wide range of hydrologic phenomena were covered by the monitoring plan. This
effort included monitoring stream flow, sampling springs,
monitoring water level and ground-water quality in wells.
These monitoring tasks were shared with the U.S. Geological
Survey. Their services were paid for by a fund-matching
arrangement. That is, the cost was split equally between the
mine and the survey.
Our portion of the annual cost always seemed high. One
day the head of the hydrology department asked me if we
couldn’t reduce it by eliminating some of the monitoring sites
and analyses. We had completed a few seasons of monitoring
by then and the results might show areas of redundancy.
I reviewed possible areas of unnecessary duplication and
was able to recommend cutting back on a number of monitoring sites and activities. For example, I reduced the surfacewater monitoring costs by converting to non-recording or
crest gages on ephemeral streams, I reduced the number and
location of springs sampled, I eliminated some of the wells
that were close together or otherwise in non-unique positions
and I trimmed the number of analytes in ground water, now
that background values had been established.
This cut our annual cost to about half of what it had been.
The boss approved and gave me the nod to present that cut
to the U.S.G.S. The Survey agreed that by now we knew
more and could indeed cut the things I’d suggested. However,
they had been reviewing the monitoring program as well and
decided a number of things should be added.
Guess what? That brought the cost back up to exactly the
original value. Apparently they had to have that amount to
cover operations in their District. The figures in the budget
were fixed. I know now why my counterpart at an adjacent
mine laughed and shook his head when I told him how I’d cut
our cost of U.S.G.S. services in half. TIP: Don’t argue with
federal budgets. Finances often trump science.
Dr. Stone has more than 30 years of experience in hydroscience and is the author of numerous professional papers
as well as the book, Hydrogeology in Practice – a Guide to
Characterizing Ground-Water Systems (Prentice Hall). Feel
free to argue or agree with him by email: wstone04@gmail.
com.
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AIPG Membership Totals
As of

As of

8/7/14

8/14/2015

3,302

3,222

CPG / Non-Practicing

371

409

Prof. Member

948

950

Associate Member

40

51

Young Professional

70

86

2,741

3,155

1

1

7,472

7,873

CPG / Active

Student Adjunct
Corporate Member
Totals

New Applicants and Members can now
be found on the AIPG website at http://aipg.
org/membership/newappsmems.html
Section News can now be found on the
AIPG website at http://aipg.org/sections/
sectionnews.html

For those who need only an occasional
search of the GeoRef database, it is easy to
request a GeoRef custom search. A member
of the GeoRef staff will conduct the search
according to your specifications. The search
results will be delivered by email.
To order a Custom Search, contact Jim
Mehl at jmp@agiweb.org, (703) 379-2480
ext 236 or Monika Long at ml@agiweb.org.
The cost of a custom search is $225.00
plus $.45 per reference.
Please mention AIPG when ordering
your custom search.
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Geodesy: Journey to
the Ends of the Earth
Michael J.Urban, MEM-1910

Will you fall off the edge of the world if you walked far
enough in any direction? Of course not – such a notion is totally
absurd, yet some people must have believed in a flat Earth
(and, apparently, some still do). Ancient seafaring cultures
were obviously aware of at least some degree of curvature to
the Earth, since ships appeared and disappeared along the
horizon from mast to hull, or vice versa, respectively, when
returning to and departing port. And, the shadow of our planet
against the moon provided ample verification of Earth as a
globe to the early Greeks. With satellites and a space station
circling about our planet today, incontrovertible evidence is so
abundant, and readily available, that most of us simply take
for granted that the Earth is but one of many orbs amongst
the stars. But, what is the best description for the shape of
the Earth?
The physical characteristics of the Earth – including its size,
shape, and topographic generalities – along with understanding maps and mapping, are critical components to any program
of study in geology. Maps and depictions of the Earth, or its
figure, can vary in precision depending on the requirements
of the analysis. In many instances approximating the planet
as a smooth ellipsoid is sufficient. In other cases, those necessitating the most refined measurements, the many nuances of
Earth’s true shape must be taken into account. Geodesy is
the branch of science dealing with measuring the earth or large
areas of the earth for making maps, determining the size and
shape of the earth, and correlating gravitational, geological,
and magnetic surveys of the earth (as defined by the United
States Geological Survey).

Spherical Earth?
To a crude approximation the Earth is a sphere, however the
Earth is not a perfectly spherical object. The Earth is described
as a flattened sphere (ellipsoid), or oblate spheroid, because
its pole-to-pole diameter differs from its equatorial diameter
(due to its rotation). Upon close inspection we find the Earth is
covered by tiny bumps and cracks, the presence of which cause
the planet to deviate from the precise shape of even an oblate
spheroid. So, referring to Earth as a sphere, oblate spheroid, or
ellipsoid, is also a generalization. Earth is a lumpy, irregular
object, complicating mapping endeavors. See Figure 1.
The topography, or change in elevation of Earth’s specific
surface features (e.g., Mount Everest, Marianas Trench, Grand
Canyon, etc.), is measured relative to mean sea level or zero
elevation. Sea level is the chosen baseline for the geoid and
the National Geodesic Survey (2001) defines the geoid to be
1.

Figure 1. Exaggerated illustration of a sphere (dark
solid) and ellipsoid (dashed
line) superimposed on the
lumpy Earth (light solid).

the equipotential surface of the Earth’s gravity field which best
fits…global mean sea level. The concept of the geoid is abstract
and a rather complex idea for some students to understand;
therefore, some elaboration is warranted here.

What is the Geoid?
The idea behind mapping the Earth is to compare all surface feature heights to some known, or defined, baseline or
reference elevation (i.e., zero elevation). Using space-based
satellites, the height of features on the Earth are known
accurately relative to the center of the planet, but this is not
practically useful. In practice, sea level was initially selected
as a good baseline for elevation determinations because water
covers 70% of the planet, and as a liquid, presents a relatively
level surface regardless of the underlying topography. Crustal
features of the planet could be measured both above and below
mean sea level.
As the precision of measurements increased with advances
in technology, the elevation of sea level was found to depend
on gravity and varied with anomalies in the gravitational
field; concentrations of mass exhibiting stronger gravity, lead
to a higher sea level, and conversely, mass deficits, with their
weaker gravity, produce a lower sea level. In fact, gravitational
differences cause some permanent differences in sea level
elevations compared to the general ellipsoid shape (National
Ocean Service, 2014). This explains why gravity is included
in the definition of the geoid. The geoid is an approximation
of a sea level surface where every point on that surface would
have the same gravitational acceleration. Because the mass of
the planet is unevenly distributed, the surface of the geoid is
not smooth or regular, like the surface of an ellipsoid would
be, and instead undulates up and down with topography and
mass1. See Figure 2.
The geoid, and surface elevations relative to it, constantly
evolve as measurements continue to be refined (and as the
dynamic surface of the Earth changes through time). Since a
gravitational field is present and measurable over the entire

It is worth noting that gravity is always directed downward perpendicular to the geoid surface, resulting in two important points: a
ball would not roll down any apparent “hills” on the equipotential surface, and geodetic instruments align to the direction of gravity
– always perpendicular to the geoid (National Ocean Service, 1983).
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Figure 3. Diagram of the
Earth, where “c” is the center
of the planet (exaggerated).
Here, “h” is the height of a
person looking out toward
the horizon, on a smooth
Earth, where d1-d2 is the distance seen in the direction of
the horizon.

Figure 2. The differences between Earth’s actual topographic surface
(solid line), ellipsoid surface (dashed line), and geoid surface (dotted
line). Excesses and deficits of mass are shown as pluses and minuses
in relation to the geoid surface. All surfaces are approximations for the
sole sake of illustration.

surface of the planet, instruments (e.g., gravimeters) can be
used to very accurately determine the gravitational acceleration everywhere, and consequently, determine the location of
the geoid everywhere, for purposes of calculating elevation
and establishing a vertical datum. Currently, the vertical and
horizontal datums, or sets of data used for referencing point
locations in geodetic surveying work, are the NAVD 88 and
NAD 83 respectively (National Geodetic Survey, 2015).
Returning, again, to the topic of Earth’s general shape, the
planet exhibits curvature and its surface consists of irregular
topography. Both are important considerations when measuring distances and elevations, such as in practical everyday
situations and in formal mapping.

How Far to the Edge of the World?
A practical application of Earth’s curvature relates to
finding the horizon. People occasionally ask “how far away is
the horizon?” Or, alternatively, “how far can I see (into the
distance) from here?” The answers to these questions vary
depending on several things: chiefly, flatness of the terrain
and height above the surface that the observation is made.
Being on a hill in elevated terrain or on the shore of a beach
next to the ocean would change the determination of how far
one’s sight could reach; also of concern is the height above
the surface of any distant object one may see. Approximating
distance to the horizon involves relatively routine mathematics, after making a couple of assumptions: imagine Earth to
be completely smooth and perfectly spherical (and neglect
atmospheric refraction, for now).
Figure 3 illustrates how a right triangle can be used to
show the relationship of the height at which observations are
made to the farthest distance seen (a point tangent to the
surface of the planet, in this case, d2). Because the shape in
the figure is that of a right triangle, the Pythagorean Theorem
can be invoked to provide a determination of the length of line
segment d1-d2, or simply “d” for distance. The length of rE
(radius of Earth), from point c to point d2, is the radius of the
Earth (6371 km); the length of segment rE plus h is a known
2.
3.
4.

value – whatever the height (h)
of observation is plus the radius of Earth. For a standing person, the line of sight to the distant horizon is from the eyes, so
for simplicity, consider an example where the ground-to-eye
height (h) is about 1.5 m (or, almost 5 feet).
The mathematical process is as follows (Plait, 2009; Stern,
2004):
Pythagorean Theorem: a2 + b2 = c2 (where each letter
denotes the length of one side of the right triangle, with c2
being the longest side or hypotenuse). In this example, the
value of the hypotenuse is equal to (rE + h). Therefore, with
substitution (where d = length of d1-d2) and rearrangement:
		 (rE)2+ (d)2= (rE+h)2
		 (d)2= (rE+h)2 – (rE)2
Adding in our values for the variables, the math can be
worked out and an answer obtained (additional decimal place
values are retained):
(d)2 = (6371 km + 0.0015 km)2 – (6371 km)2
(d)2 = (6371.0015 km)2 – (6371 km)2
(d)2 = (40589660.11 km2) – (40589641 km2)
d = √(19.11 km2)
d = 4.371 km
So, in answering the question – what is the visual distance
to the horizon2 for an observer with eyes set 1.5 meters above
the ground over level terrain? – a value of about 4.4 kilometers
is found. For an observer with eyes set at a height of about 5
feet, the greatest distance seen is 2.7 miles3 over level terrain.
Deriving a formula for the procedure above is similarly
straightforward. Instead of working out an example, we leave
the variables in the equation and simplify:
		 (rE)2 + (d)2 = (rE + h)2
We know: (rE + h)2 = (rE + h)(rE + h)= rE2 + rE (h) + rE (h)+
h2 = rE2 + 2rE (h) + h2
This leads to:
		 rE2 + (d)2 = rE2 + 2rE (h) + h2
		 rE2 – rE2 + (d)2 = 2rE (h) + h2
		 d2 = 2rE (h) + h2
		 d2 = h(2rE + h)
		 d = √(h(2rE + h)
Or, as an approximation4: d≈√(h(2rE )

This distance to the horizon neglects refraction of light, which increases the actual distance seen.
Each meter is about 39.5 inches, so a height of 1.5 meters corresponds to 39.5 inches plus 19.75 inches, which is 59 inches or about 5
feet; and, since 1 mile is equal to about 1.61 km, 4.4 km divided by 1.61 gives 2.7 miles.
The height of a person will not likely exceed 2 meters, and so a quick calculation shows that the ratio of h:rE will not typically exceed
0.0025 km:6371 km, or 3.9 x 10-7. Therefore, the final estimate of distance is not affected until the 6th or 7th decimal place when “2rE
+ h” is used instead of “2rE.”
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And, since “2rE” is a constant, we can pull it out to further
simplify:
d ≈ √(h(2)(6371 km)
d ≈ √(h ) ∙ √12742
d ≈ 113 √(h )
The formula above supposes we provide height in kilometers, but most people would not exceed a height of 2 meters,
and so a conversion can be added into the equation to accommodate a change to using meters (1 km = 1000 m, or 1 m =
1/1000 km).
d ≈ √(h(m)/(1000 m/km) ∙ (2)(6371 km)
d ≈ √(h ∙ (2)(6371)/1000)= √h ∙12.742
d ≈ 3.6 √h
In the final equation immediately preceding, then, “d”
is given in kilometers when “h” is in meters. The solutions
estimate the distance to the horizon based on the height from
which an observation is made.

Curvature of the Earth
An extension of thought, and generalization of one of the
intermediate formulas in the steps described above, enables
a practical determination of Earth’s curvature by posing the
question: how much does the surface of the Earth depart from
horizontal relative to a certain distance? See Figure 4.
Figure 4. Examining the curvature of the Earth by considering
how far the Earth drops from
a horizontal plane over a given
distance.

we solve “h” [h = 0.0785 m/km2 x (1 km)2] and obtain 0.0785
meters, or 7.9 centimeters. The curvature of Earth is such
that the surface drops nearly 8 centimeters from horizontal
over a distance of 1 kilometer5. A critical point to note is that
the relationship is not linear, and so the distance at two kilometers is not 16 centimeters, it is instead about 1.25 meters.
And, at a distance of 8 km, the Earth drops off by 5 meters
from horizontal.

Atmospheric Refraction
One final component necessary to discern a good approximation of distance to objects on Earth is the refractive index
of Earth’s atmosphere – or, how light is bent in the air in
which we make our measurements and observations. The
atmosphere is a fluid, and light bends as it passes through it
(approximate index of refraction for air is 1.0003); in effect,
this bending actually allows us to see farther than we could
if there were no atmosphere. For example, the sun actually
descends below the horizon before we see it go down, because
light is bent upward and around the horizon allowing us to see
it after it should have set. The exact atmospheric refraction
depends on a number of factors, including temperature and
pressure; however, a general correction can be estimated and
applied to the curvature calculation to account for both atmospheric refraction and curvature6. The correction applied in
surveying is typically between 1/6 and 1/7, effectively negating
approximately 15% of the effects of Earth’s curvature (Brinker
& Minnick, 1995) – meaning the perceived horizon is about
15% more distant than the geometric calculation determined
earlier. A combined formula for curvature (C) and refraction
(R) is therefore:
(C+R) ≈ h ≈ (0.15)(0.0785 m/(km2) + (0.0785 m/km2) d2
(C+R) ≈ h ≈ (0.011 m/(km2 ) + (0.0785 m/km2) d2
(C+R) ≈ h ≈ (0.0675 m/km2) d2

Mapping and Surveying
Manipulate the equation below to solve for “h” now, instead
of “d” (again, as an approximation, we can use “rE” instead
of “rE + h”).
		 d ≈ √(h(2rE )
		 d2 ≈ h(2rE)
		 d2/(2rE ) ≈ h
Reducing the equation above, by dividing by two times the
Earth’s radius, we arrive at:
		 d2/(2 (6371 km) ≈ h
		 h ≈ (0.0000785 km(-1) d2
		 h ≈ (0.0785 m/km2) d2
We can now determine “h” in units of meter or kilometer,
when “d” has units of kilometer. Suppose we wish to know the
vertical drop from horizontal over a distance of 1 km: then,
5.

6.

Curvature and atmospheric refraction corrections are
important to employ when determining elevation via trigonometric techniques (e.g., trigonometric leveling); for example,
during traditional surveying activities. Both contribute error
to any attempt to determine elevation differences between
points on the surface, and the deviations from horizontal are
usually considered consequential at distances greater than
about 500 feet.
A measurement of the difference in height between two
locations is a customary exercise performed in mapping procedures, such as in a geologic field techniques class or unit.
As an example, consider Figure 5 of a right triangle, where
angle phi (ø) can be determined and combined with a range
finding for the distance from point “a” to point “b” to compute
the distance “a” to “d” using trigonometry. The height of the
plane table (H), or equivalent horizontal surface, is added to

To determine the value “h” in feet, use the conversion factor of 1 mile equals 1.61 kilometers to identify Earth’s radius in miles (3957
miles); then, by using h = d2/[2rE], work the equation to solve as 0.000126 per mile and multiply by 5280 ft/mi to obtain h = 0.667 ∙ d2
(when “d” is given in miles). To determine “h” in feet when “d” is given in feet, the equation becomes: h = 0.000126 /mi (x 1 mi/5280
ft) ∙ d2, where “d” is in feet; this results in h = 0.0000000239∙ d2 , but by convention is usually represented as h = 0.0239 ∙ d2 with
distance provided in thousands of feet. At one mile, or 5280 feet, we can solve h = 0.0239 ∙ (5.280 thousand feet)2 resulting in 0.666
feet per mile, and multiplying by 12 inches in a foot, the Earth’s surface drops from horizontal about 8 inches in a mile.
Interested readers are referred to entries for Young in the references for more details and specifics related to the physics and geometry
of atmospheric refraction.
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the computation, while the height of “b-c” (i.e., height of the
target [T] staff or ranging rod) is subtracted.
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Figure 5. Illustration of a right triangle with labeled items (a-g, H, k, T,
ø, θ) relevant for trigonometric leveling.

With sufficient distance, a correction for the curvature of the
Earth (k) must be made to the final elevation determination.
Line “a-e” is parallel to the curved – but exaggerated – ground
surface (line g-f, which in this instance also corresponds to the
geoid) and “k” is the deviation from horizontal due to the curvature of the Earth and the refractive index of the atmosphere.
In this case “k” would be added to the final height calculation.

Featured Resource
This issue’s featured resource is the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association’s National Geodetic Survey web page:
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/
In addition to resources for educators, under the “Science
& Education” tab, the site includes links to a wealth of accessible data from the “Data & Imagery” tab: GPS, aeronautical,
geoid, gravity, shoreline, and more. The “Publications” tab
identifies a number of additional related articles that may be
of interest to readers.

AIPG DIRECTORY OF GEOSCIENCE
PRODUCTS & SERVICES
GET YOUR MESSAGE IN FRONT OF 7,000
PROFESSIONAL GEOLOGISTS

AIPG is excited to announce the recent launch of the latest edition of our new online buyer’s guide, the Directory
of Geoscience Products & Services. This industry-specific search engine efficiently connects your company with
geoscience professionals. Request a Media Kit – jsmith@
multiview.com. Please be aware that you may be contacted
by our publishing partner, MultiView, during the coming
weeks in order to verify the information currently displayed
in your organization’s listing. If you have any questions about
this program, please don’t hesitate to reach out. You may also
contact MultiView directly at 1(800)816-6710 or by email at
aipg@multiview.com. AIPG Members that are contacted by
MultiView that would like to be removed from the solicitation
list, please send an email to aipg@aipg.org.
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It is important to keep your address,
phone numbers, and e-mail information up to date in our records. Please
take the time to go to the AIPG
National Website, www.aipg.org,
login to the member portion of the
site and make sure your information
is correct. You can edit your record
online. If you do not know your login
and password you can e-mail National
Headquarters at aipg@aipg.org or call
(303) 412-6205.
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in memory

Willard E. Cox, CPG-00321, of
Payson, Arizona went to Heaven on
April 3, 2015 as a loving husband,
devoted father, grandfather and dedicated and kind friend to all who knew
him. He was born in Oakland, California
before achieving a degree in Mining
Engineering from the Missouri School
of Mines in Rolla, Missouri and two
Geology degrees from the University of
Nebraska. Between earning his degrees,
he served in the United States Army as a
1st Lieutenant in the Corps of Engineers
during the Korean War. Serving with
distinction and honor to his country,
he obtained an Honorable Discharge in
June of 1959. After he earned his degrees
and completed his military service, he
worked for Gulf Oil as a Petroleum
Engineer in Wyoming for a couple of
years before moving to Butte, Montana.
For 39 years Professor Willard Cox
taught in the Geological Engineering
Department of Montana Tech in Butte. It
was in Montana that he spent the majority and best years of his life with his wife
of 45 years, Nancy. Nancy was the love
of his life and his rock. It was during
those 45 years that he dedicated his life
to her happiness and set the example
for his two children, Matthew and Anne,
to follow. The example he set was the
importance of achieving an education
which he instilled in his children and can
only be enhanced by the kindness and
caring nature he gave to all that knew
him. Family and friends knew him to be
a man without enemies and the kindest
person they ever met. He was also the
father to his son’s closest friends and his
son-in-law. His passions besides family
and friends were his love of the outdoors,
communicating with others through his
HAMM radio “man cave”, and creating
and building engineering projects both
inside and outside the house. In August
of 2002 he and his wife moved to the
great town of Payson, Arizona where he
helped to design the house they called
home and began expanding their close
circle of friends. It is an attest to his
character and personality that even
when he met future friends it was often
www.aipg.org

stated and understood, “Will is good man
and someone I can count on.” He will be
missed greatly by all who knew him, but
we are eternally grateful for showing us
how to live our lives as he did.
Stanley E. Norris, CPG-01810, 97
years old, died April 6, 2015. He was
born in Harrisburg, Ohio on February
6, 1918 and graduated from Grove City
High School in 1935. He graduated from
The Ohio State University with a degree
in geology in 1939. Mr. Norris served in
WWII as a First Lieutenant in the Army
Air Corps, European theatre. After the
war, he practiced hydrogeology with
a career spanning 36 years with the
US Geological Survey and 20 years in
private consulting services. Known as
“Mr. Groundwater,” Stan was considered
Ohio’s preeminent hydrogeologist. He
developed several fundamental concepts
of groundwater occurrence and movement which formed the foundation of
groundwater protection and management in Ohio. Mr. Norris was a prolific
writer in his field with over 70 publications. He received many citations, among
them the Mather Medal and induction
into the Ohio Conservation Hall of Fame.
He was most pleased with the award
from his Washington DC colleagues
in the US Geological Survey and the
Geological Society of America recognizing his advancement of the field of Ohio
hydrogeology.
Albert Lee Richardson, CPG02338, 89, of Bradenton, Florida, passed
away March 23, 2015, after he suffered a
through a short and unexpected illness.
His career covered thirty-eight years
exploring for, developing, and producing oil and gas wells. His experience
was primarily in the Rocky Mountain
area, but included a three year contract in the Philippine Islands, where
he was the chief geologist of Redeco
(Republic Resources and Development
Corporation) and in that capacity reported the first discovery of oil in commercial
quantity in its Villalon A-1 (Toledo,
Cebu) well in September 1959. Al also
enjoyed other assignments in Ohio and
Texas.
Albert L. Richardson’s work included
surface and subsurface geologic mapping, geophysical exploration using magnetic, gravity, and seismic methods, and
well site planning and supervision. This
work was directed towards development
of drillable prospects and evaluation,
developing, and producing fields discovered.

During Albert L. Richardson’s career
he worked for both major oil companies
and small independents, starting with
Sinclair Oil and Gas in their Casper,
Wyoming office in 1950. Approximately
one-third of his career was as a consultant geologist doing oil field evaluations,
well site supervision, and developing
wildcat prospects.
The last 10 years of Albert L.
Richardson’s career he was the President
and General Manager of a small public company, Columbine Exploration of
Denver, Colorado, drilling and producing
oil and gas wells in the Rocky Mountain
area.
Once Albert L. Richardson retired he
continued to maintain his professional
memberships and contacts with friends
and former associates, as well as became
a guest lecturer, and a published writer.
He also attempted to stay abreast of new
technologies and developments in the
petroleum industry, and in other sources
of energy, particularly as they affected
the environment and contributed to
global warming. He is dearly loved and
will be truly missed by his family and
friends.

Willard E. Cox
CPG-00321
Charter/Emeritus
Member
Member Since 1964
April 3, 2015
Payson, Arizona
Stanley E. Norris
CPG-1810
Member Since 1968
April 6, 2015
Grove City, Ohio
Albert L. Richardson
CPG-02338
Member Since 1972
March 23, 2015
Bradenton, Florida
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The EarthQuiz
Distraction
Stephanie Jarvis, YP-0125,
stephaniekjarvis@gmail.com

When I sat down to write this column
today, I found myself doing as I have
every time I’ve sat down to write recently: opening up my internet browser to
do a little “digging” for a topic (aka:
checking email and Facebook, which
have actually provided the inspiration
for many of my columns but have lately
not risen above distraction). A while
ago, in an effort to get myself to pay
more attention to interesting science
news now that I’m no longer in an
academic setting, I set my homepage to
AGU’s website. Often, the page hasn’t
even loaded before I have another tab
open and am off to the races without
even a glance, but this time a headline
caught my eye: “Puzzles Invite You to
Explore Earth with Interactive Imagery”
(Dordevic et al., 2015). Puzzles?! I love
puzzles. Perfect distraction.
The article is about the new EarthQuiz
challenge, an open-source online tool
that pulls from various imagery sources
to create a quiz about geological features and locations. I immediately had
flashbacks to a great Google Earth lab
I did in my structural geology class in
college and to more recent experiences
of using it for work. I often find myself
conflicted over how much you can see
in applications like Google Earth—as a
scientist, to say I love that all of that data
is so accessible would be an understatement. However, I do find it bothersome
that I can see my parents’ kayaks and
beehives in their backyard. Regardless,
EarthQuiz is pretty cool.
I was a little hesitant at first. The
problems are structured as a multiplechoice question about what you are
looking at and then a location question
about where it is. How in the world am I
supposed to know where this volcano is? I
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quickly realized it wasn’t as ridiculous of
a question as I thought (also, you can get
hints!). Context clues in the well-written
questions are helpful and, as the authors
point out, thinking about provenance is
one of the purposes of EarthQuiz.
The authors offer, and I can imagine,
many scenarios for how EarthQuiz might
be used in a classroom setting, such as
pre-field trip assignments, as well as in
less formal educational settings, such as
assisted living communities. While there
is undoubtedly some weariness towards
such tools in the classroom because of
their potential to “replace” fieldwork, I
believe that the increased accessibility
and understanding they provide far outweigh the slight possibility that a field
trip might not happen because students
can see the outcrops from a computer.
Additionally, being familiar with using
imagery tools is an absolutely necessary
skill for today’s students to have.
In addition to obvious usefulness in
and outside of a classroom, EarthQuiz is
fun. The questions are in groups of 5, so it
doesn’t have to be a time drain. They also
include vocabulary I’ve long forgotten,
and make me think about geologically
interesting areas all around the world
that I would not have otherwise. Perfect
distraction, indeed!

Reference
Dordevic, M. M., D. G. De Paor, S.
J. Whitmeyer, C. Bentley, G. R.
Whittecar, and C. Constants. 2015.
Puzzles invite you to explore Earth
with interactive imagery, Eos, 96,
doi:10.1029/2015EO032621, URL:
https://eos.org/project-updates/
puzzles-invite-you-to-explore-earthwith-interactive-imagery
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Correction…
The Apr-May-Jun issue of TPG
misspelled the name of author Mr.
William A. Szary, CPG-11473, PG,
in the review of his book series: Plate
Tectonics Theory, Paleogeography,
and the Ocean Basins. Mr. Szary’s
5-volume set on global plate tectonics
provides an introduction to the unifying geologic theory that is presented
in a non-technical format. The series
is intended for readers interested
in obtaining a basic understanding
of continental drift, and provides
an overview of the topic for those
addressing geologic histories of the
continents and oceanic basins. The
authors targeted audiences for the
book series include students in earth
science studies, and other interested
parties who will be introduced to the
exciting topic of plate tectonics and
continental-scale geology.
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Finding Your Audience
Kristina Pourtabib, SA-3410
pour1824@vandals.uidaho.edu

A general rule for anyone deciding to
pursue a higher education is to attend
conferences and conventions whenever
possible. These types of showcases not
only make it possible for you to share
your work with a diverse audience, but
they allow you to see the newest techniques and advancements in your field
of study. There are only positive experiences to be had from conferences, it is
a place where you can showcase your
research, make connections with new
people, and set up potential employment
opportunities.
As an undergraduate in the geological
sciences, attending annual conferences
like the Geological Society of America
were strongly encouraged, but few students from my university ever ended up
going. I remember both GSA conferences
I attended during my undergrad consisted of only one other student, one or
two professors and myself. Even though
I wasn’t traveling with a large group, I
still got a lot out of each conference. The
first year I attended GSA (my junior
year of undergrad), I was blown away
at the size of the conference and at how
much diversity there was in the research
being presented. Honestly, I was a bit
overwhelmed at first, but sitting in on
different talks and poster sessions gave
me a good idea of the type of work that I
was interested in pursuing. I was able to
also visit graduate school booths and talk
with various professors and students in
order to get a better prospective on the
whole graduate school experience. The
second year that I attended GSA (my
senior year of undergrad), I was fortunate enough to be able to present some
research that I was working on in the
form of a poster. Although I was nervous,
I was able to get a lot of positive feedback
about my research and gain practice
with presenting to an audience. During
my second year of GSA I was also able
to further strengthen the communication that I had developed with potential
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graduate school professors as well as
showcase my research abilities to them.
Large conferences like GSA can be very
beneficial all around to anyone looking
for feedback and a fresh perspective on
their research.
Aside from the many great aspects of
attending conferences like GSA, there
are also some downsides to attending
conferences that students should be
aware of. First of all, it is important to
attend conferences that are relevant to
your research interests. For instance,
you wouldn’t want to attend a small
conference that contained only one or
two other talks that were related to
your research topic. When your research
subject comprises a small percentage of
the topics at a conference you have to be
aware of that fact that you are probably
not going to receive much, if any relevant
feedback on your research. A large part of
attending conferences is to make connections with people that have interesting
ideas or shared experiences that can help
further your own research, and when
that aspect is lacking at a particular
conference then your overall conference
experience can become diminished. One
of the biggest take away messages that
I have learned from attending a variety
of conferences is to know your audience,
and give yourself realistic outlooks on
what type of feedback and expectations
you are looking to get out of the experience. Also, it is important to be able to
modify your presentation to suit the general understanding of your audience. For
instance, if a conference is not specific to
your research topic then make your presentation easy to understand, and vice
versa if your speaking to an audience of
experts in your research area. Overall,
attending conferences is a vital part of
achieving success as a student. The true
test of whether or not you understand
your own research is to try and convey
it in a way that any audience (regardless
of geologic expertise) can understand.

**Attention Students**
Are you going to grad school?
Have you graduated?
Please notify AIPG Headquarters
so we can keep your contact information updated.
aipg@aipg.org

Your section
needs to start a
Student Chapter
Today. Contact
Vickie Hill at AIPG
Headquarters for
more details.
vlh@aipg.org

AIPG Executive
Director Position
Announcement
The American Institute
of Professional Geologists
is accepting applications for
the position of Executive
Director. The position is
to be filled as soon as a
qualified candidate is vetted. Applications will be
accepted until the position
is filled. Details can be
found at www.aipg.org/
ExecDirPosition.pdf
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ONLINe Courses

On Demand Webinars
•Global Energy Resources: Current Trends and
Short Term Predictions.
Presented by Ronald J. Wallace,
.01 CEU’s
•Critical and Strategic Minerals: Concepts and
Status.
Presented by Jim Burnell,
.01 CEU
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•Making a PowerPoint Presentation into a Work of
Art.
Presented by Chris Mathewson,
.01 CEU

For more information go to www.aipg.org,
select Store, then Events, or contact AIPG
Headquarters at 303-412-6205.
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Tectonic Significance of the
Wood Hills-East Humboldt Range
Metamorphic Core Complex
Franklin Wolfe, SA-4334
wolfef16@mail.wlu.edu

Welcome New Student Voice columnist
Senior thesis. Those two words can
mean a lot of different things to different
people. For some students, it’s a chance
to showcase their desire and willingness
to take on a lengthy research experience
with the intention of learning a new
topic in depth, developing their skills as
a scientist, and possibly publishing their
work. For others, it’s just one last gatekeeper between themselves and graduation or applying to graduate school. For
me, “senior thesis” will always resonate
as much more. I participated in a senior
thesis field experience with the Keck
Geology Consortium, a collaboration of
18 liberal arts colleges, now in its 28th
year, which provides research and travel
opportunities for undergraduates.
Our group (4 professors and 7 undergraduates) spent two weeks camping and
conducting fieldwork in northeastern
Nevada before traveling to Washington
and Lee University in Lexington,
Virginia, for a week of data compilation and planning for the year to come.
Through this experience, I not only
honed field skills and learned geologic
topics that are sure to make me a better geologist, but also met some amazing people who truly made this trip
special. I will never forget the time we
spent circled around the campfire each
night, sharing funny stories and making S’mores… or the trip to the natural
hot springs, almost flipping the rental
vehicles on the way… or the image of
wild horses running through the valley,
with the sun setting behind the mountains, painting the sky an extraordinary
mixture of blues and oranges… or the
time we took our sleeping bags outside
of the tents and lined them up in the
field, eventually all falling asleep under
a beautiful starlit sky. The list could go
on and on, and it is memories and experiences like these that make me extremely
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satisfied to have chosen geology as my
field of study.
Our research project is titled,
“Exhumation and Tectonic Significance
of the Wood Hills-East Humboldt Range
Metamorphic Core Complex, Nevada.”
Our goal is to document the kinematics and thermal evolution of the middle
and lower crustal rocks exposed during exhumation of this core complex.
The East Humboldt Range-Wood Hills
Metamorphic Core Complex is located
far west into the hinterland of the
Mesozoic Sevier orogenic belt and exposes the deepest-seated rocks and the most
extensive outcrops of migmatites and
peraluminous granites in the northeastern Great Basin. Due to these factors, it
serves as a great example for studying
the fundamentals of metamorphic core
complex development and exhumation.
To date, tremendously valuable work
has been devoted to map, characterize,
and explain many of the structural,
petrologic, and topographic relationships within this region. One or two
phases (ongoing debate) of thrust faulting during the Mesozoic time led to
duplication of the stratigraphy, intense
crustal thickening, and Barrovian-style
metamorphism of the footwall rocks. A
transition from horizontal contraction
to extension occurred circa 84-75 Ma
and this trend persists to the present
day. During this most recent phase,
the Pequop Fault and St. Mary’s River
Fault System exhumed these deep rocks
(believed to have reached depths of 30
km!) to their present elevations above
the surface.
Specific student projects include: (1)
comparing quartz mylonites across the
study area to characterize crystallographic orientation fabrics (CPO) and
strain paths at varying structural depths
of the mylonitic shear zone (Lindsay

Plummer of Amherst College), (2) documenting the transition of deformation
and slip mechanisms in quartz CPOs
with depth to relate deformation in the
upper crust to the deep ductile flow
beneath it (Gabriel Chevalier of Mount
Holyoke College), (3) determining the
deformational/thermal history of the
Wood Hills using quartz CPOs to characterize the nature of the transition –
abrupt vs. gradual – into the mylonitic
shear zone (Sarah Jordan of Carleton
College), (4) performing laser ablation
to determine age and composition of
garnets and amphibolites within a fold
nappe of the Angel Lake cirque, as well
as creating an outcrop-scale map to
document detailed structural relationships to characterize folding and the
P-T evolution of the nappe (Zoe Dilles of
Pamona College), (5) using quartz CPO
and thermobarometric data provided
from other Keck Nevada projects to
numerically model the effects of several
variables on the system, including rheology, geothermal gradient, and boundary
conditions, such as extension rate and
initial geometry (Josh Latham of the
University of Dayton), and (6) utilizing
calcite-dolomite and Raman spectroscopic carbonaceous material thermometry to determine the geothermal gradient
across the study area (Colby Howland
of Union College). For my project, I will
perform zircon fission-track thermochronologic dating to constrain the timing,
rate, and pattern of exhumation of the
core complex.
During the field experience, we had
a unique opportunity to learn from, and
interact with, a diverse group of professors from multiple universities, who not
only offered us insight into their respective field of expertise, but also facilitated
a flexible learning environment with
different teaching and mentoring styles.
Our professors were Dr. Jeffrey Rahl of
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Washington and Lee University (tectonics, structural geology, thermochronology), Dr. Allen McGrew of the University
of Dayton (tectonics, structural geology,
petrology), Dr. Matt Manon of Union
College (petrology, mineralogy, structural geology), and Dr. Zelalem Bedaso
of University of Dayton (sedimentology, stable isotope geochemistry). Our
student to professor ratio (7:4) made
one-on-one interactions and soaking up
the wisdom of a professor in the field
easy, and disagreements and alternative interpretations of the area’s geology
between these geologists of such differ-

ent backgrounds stimulated thought and
discussion amongst our group.
Following the two and a half weeks
spent in the field, we traveled to
Washington and Lee University to compile our data, cut thin-sections, and
devise individual plans of action for
the coming school year so that each
student understood their project and
could develop a reasonable timeline for
ensuring its completion. It was exciting
for me to get the chance to show my new
friends our campus and geology department, introduce them to some of my
friends doing research on campus this
summer, and take them to my favorite

The team stops for a lunch break above Angel Lake.

Dr. McGrew shows us a miocene conglomerate, evidence for regional
extensional tectonics.
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places around Lexington; however, in my
mind I was disappointed that this awesome experience was coming to an end.
Now that this part of the Keck experience
is over, everyone has returned to their
respective universities to begin working
with our research advisors toward completing our projects. I cannot wait until
we reunite again to share our findings at
the Keck Symposium at Oberlin College
in April 2016, and I get to hear and
learn what we each discovered about the
Exhumation and Tectonic Significance
of the Wood Hills-East Humboldt Range
Metamorphic Core Complex.

The team stops to examine various cross-cutting relationships of different
igneous bodies in an outcrop of the Angel Lake cirque.

Enjoying the views after a climb to Grey’s Peak, the northernmost summit
of the East Humboldt Range. 10,676’.
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Earthquakes of MexicoAs Observed from Home
Seismometer in Palmer, Texas
Stephen E. Pierce, CPG-8726

Introduction
It is quite amazing and educational to observe the sensitivity of a simple inexpensive seismometer. The EQ-1 seismometer is truly a remarkable instrument for not only education
but is also suited for a modest home seismic observatory.
Located in Palmer, Texas, I have recorded earthquakes in
the U.S., Pacific Oceana, Indonesia, Japan, Western Russia,
Mexico, and Central and South America.
Figure 2A & 2B. The EQ-1 seismometer in home at Palmer, Texas. Note
12” yellow ruler for scale. Image at right shows the instrument’s cover
that reduces air currents.

Figure 1. Location of Mexican earthquakes recorded
on the EQ-1 seismometer, 2009-2014, Palmer, Texas.
Numbered red diamonds relate to recorded seismic
events. Seismometer location is shown as light blue triangle in East Texas. Base map from Google Earth.

The EQ-1 seismometer has recorded 46 earthquakes in
Mexico from April 27, 2009, to July 27, 2014. These earthquakes vary in magnitude from 4.6 to 7.2 and in focus depth
from 5 to 190 km, with one at a depth of 525 km. The travel
times have varied from 2 to 3 minutes.
Upon observing the epicenters of the earthquakes in
Mexico, three questions immediately emerged. First, what
is the significance of the earthquakes offshore? Second, one
expects earthquakes associated with subduction zones to have
epicenters at the trench, offshore. But in Mexico, why do the
large earthquakes appear beneath the volcanoes? And, third,
why do the seismic waveforms differ when they are from the
same region?

Apparatus
The EQ-1 made by Next Generation Science is a small
inexpensive seismometer that can be used at home, Figure
2A (left). The seismometer is rather simple but is very sensitive for detecting the vertical components of earthquakes and
other seismic activities. The natural oscillation period is 1.6
seconds. This instrument can detect earthquakes of periods
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ranging from less than 1 to 10s of seconds. This range allows
the instrument to detect short period body waves including
primary (p-waves), secondary (s-waves), and long period surface Raleigh waves. Because the seismometer is responsive to
vertical motion only, lateral propagating surface waves such
as Love waves remain undetected.
The seismometer is located in a quiet area with very little
foot traffic. The seismometer consists of an interface box and
cables that are connected directly to a dedicated computer. The
display of the seismic waves on the computer screen is called
the “heliograph.” A plastic cover is placed over the instrument
to prevent small air currents from disturbing it (Figure 2B).

Interpretation
The AmaSeis software that comes with the seismometer
is developed by IRIS (Incorporated Research Institutions for
Seismology). IRIS is a consortium dedicated to seismology
research and is associated with many federal agencies, universities, and private foundations. I have freely used their
website, the USGS seismology website, and the seismology
webpage of the University of Texas.
The Y axis of the heliograph is divided into 24-hour military
time and the X axis is divided into 60 minutes (Figure 3A). In
addition to 24-hour time intervals, the Y axis records seismic
wave amplitude in internal units of the AmaSeis program.
Magnification of the seismic event (Figure 3B) allows for
detailed evaluation of the seismic wave-train, and (s-p) plots
for determining distance to the focus (Figure 3C). A Fourier
analysis of the waves also is available. When combined with
filtering selected seismic waveforms, the Fourier application
is important for a close study of the waveforms (Figure 3D).
It has been established that seismic waves in the crust
travel between 1 and 6 km/sec depending upon the physical
and chemical conditions (Plato Publications, 1983). Due to the
elastic and bulk densities of rock, p-waves travel the fastest,
with s-waves traveling about 60% of the velocity of p-waves and
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Figure 3A. Guatemala Earthquake,
Full screen.

Figure 3B. Magnification of
Figure 3A.

AmaSeis, this allows discrimination among p-waves,
s-waves and surface waves.
Texas is in a relatively aseismic area of the U.S. My
seismometer usually records an earthquake once a week.
Interestingly, several often occur within a small time
period. One begins to wonder whether there is some
type of seismic positive feedback suggesting that one
earthquake may trigger another in a different location.
Once an earthquake is recorded on my computer, I
use the AmaSeis program to interpret the seismic data.
The data is recorded in a heliograph on the computer
screen. Again, the units of both the X and Y axes of the
heliograph are in time.

Mexican Tectonics
The earthquakes of Mexico observed and recorded on
the EQ-1 are used as an example of the instrument’s
ability as a learning tool. This example is presented
because (1) many earthquakes are recorded and (2) the
earthquakes reveal the presence all of the major elements
of Plate Tectonics. Shown are divergent plate boundaries
Figure 3D. Fourier analysis of
including the East Pacific Rise (Baja spreading center)
Figure 3 C. S-P distance determination.
earthquake.
and Rio Grande Rift, Transform Faults (San Andreas
and Rivera), Subduction earthquakes (Volcanic Province),
Figures 3A-3D. Mexican Earthquakes. Earthquake recorded on December 7,
and Rivera plate triple junction. A brief summary is
2014, 12:14 GMT. Magnitude 5.8, depth 50 km at the Middle America Trench,
presented in Table 1. A tectonic sketch map of Mexico
Guatemala, near Mexico western border. Figure 3A shows the full screen
view of the earthquake. Figure 3B is a magnification of Figure 3A to observe showing the major tectonic elements reveals areas of
convergence, divergence, transform motion, and a triple
more details of wave forms. Figure 3C illustrates (s-p) distance plot using
AmaSeis software. The plot shows a distance of 12.9° about the corrected
junction (Figure 4).

distance as calculated from the earthquakes epicenter and described on the
USGS website. Figure 3D is a Fourier analysis of the first arrivals of the seismic waves using AmaSeis software. Maximum period varies from 1.21 to 2.56
seconds for the time period of 12:14:09 to 12:15:45 GMT. The location of this
Guatemala earthquake is indicated by the blue star in Figure 1.

surface waves traveling at about 90% the velocity of s-waves.
As these waves propagate outward from the focus, the waves
spread out due to the velocity differences with the p-wave
arriving first, s-waves, second, and trailing directly behind
are the surface waves. Three parameters can be determined
from the heliograph observations:
1. Distance to the earthquake epicenter (Figure 3C).
This is accomplished by published travel time curves
in AmaSeis and the USGS using the (s-p) wave travel
time difference. Distances are usually in the form of
degrees from the epicenter to the seismometer, and
then are corrected for distance in either kilometers or
miles. If the epicenter is far enough away to provide a
wide separation of the surface waves, then the equation
(surface waves-p-waves) may be employed.
2. Magnitude of earthquake. The magnitude values that
are used from the USGS represent moment magnitudes
and are labeled “M” on the USGS website. These values
can be calculated either from the AmaSeis software and/
or a “magnitude calculator” from the USGS earthquake
website. In general, the instrument sensitivity can
record small earthquake magnitudes (~3.5) only within
tens of kilometers from home, but larger earthquakes
can be recorded from half-way around the world.
3. Frequency (period) content of the seismic waveforms
(Figure 3D). Along with the frequency filter tool in
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Figure 4. Tectonic sketch map of Mexico illustrating three main tectonic plates, Pacific, North American, Cocos, and the Rivera Microplate (RP). Numbers are plate velocities in mm/year and arrows point
to plate movement direction (DeMets and Traylan, 2000). Legend is
MAT = Middle America Trench, VP = Volcanic Province, RT = Rivera
Transform, EPR = East Pacific Rise (Baja Spreading Center), SAT =
San Andreas transform, and RGR = Rio Grande Rift. A disturbed zone
(DZ) is in purple at Rivera triple junction.

The triple junction is apparent in the area marked DZ
(disturbed zone). This area is where the Rivera micro-plate
is being subducted beneath the Middle America Trench. A
glance at Figure 4 and comparison with Figure 1 shows the
relationship between the tectonic elements and earthquakes.
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Table 1. Mexican Tectonics
Area

Number
Recorded

Magnitude
(Average)

Baja

11

Volcanic
Province

24

4 - 6.9 ( 5.6)

9 - 525 (55)*

880 - 2029

Subduction

Rio Grande

3

4.3 - 4.4 (4.35)

9.8 - 10.2

870 - 880

Rift

4.2 - 6.9 (5)

Depth (Average)
10 - 24
(10.9)

Distance (Km)

Type

1461 - 1622 (1605)

Spread Center

San Andreas

2

7.2

10

1750

Transform

Rivera

5

4.8 - 6.3 (5.6)

4.8 - 53.5(22.4)

1840 - 1907 (1864)

Transform

Pacific

1

6.3

11.3

2159

Intra-Plate?

* Does not include earthquake at 525 km depth.

Tectonic Elements Observed from
Seismometer
The letter “M” represents the USGS moment magnitude
and “D” is depth of focus in the following figures.

Volcanic Province, Figures 5 – 7
According to plate tectonics, the Volcanic Province is linked
to the Middle America Trench subduction zone by earthquake
activity on the subducting Cocos Plate. One would think that
earthquake activity would be observed at the subduction of the
Cocos Plate beneath the North American Plate at the Middle
America Trench. In fact, I have only recorded earthquakes
from adjacent Guatemala and Nicaragua (a caveat is that the
EQ-1 is not sensitive to earthquakes of magnitudes less than
about 4 from such distances). But, earthquakes were recorded
300 km inland. Prominent active volcanoes form the Volcanic
Province, including El Chichon, Vulcan de San Martin, Colma,
Ceboruco, and the famous volcano Paraicuten volcano born
in 1943 and active to 1951, (Bullard, 1986). However, these
volcanoes usually do not cause large earthquakes. The large
earthquakes in this area originate from a different source,
termed “flat slab subduction,” per the subsequent discussion.

Figure 5. Oaxaca, July 9, 2011.
M 5.6, D ?

The San Andreas Fault is a major right-lateral transform
fault separating the North American plate from the Pacific
plate. I recorded one major earthquake on the San Andreas
Fault in Mexico.
Figure 8. San Andreas
Fault, major earthquake of
Mag. 7.2 with aftershocks.
April 2010, M 7.2, D 10 km.

Rivera Micro-Plate Transform,
Figures 9 and 10
The Rivera Plate is a small micro-plate located off coastal
Mexico. It is believed to have separated from the Cocos Plate
about 5-10 million years ago (DeMets, 2000). Plate tectonic
theory states that earthquakes occur only between active
spreading centers along the corresponding transform faults
(Cox and Hart, 1986). As seen in Figure 1, earthquakes in
this area only occur along a small linear area, and are confined to the area between spreading centers along the Rivera
Transform Fault.

Figure 6. Guerrero. April 27,
2008. M 6.9, D 40 km.

Figure 7. July 7, 2014.
M 6.9, D 37.3 km. Note
scale difference, whole page
not magnified.
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Transform Faults, Figures 8 – 10

Figure 9. Dec. 17, 2010. M 5.1,
D 10.8 km.

Figure 10. Nov. 1, 2011.
M 6.3, D 5 km.
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East Pacific Rise-(Baja spreading
center-transforms segments),
Figures 11 and 12
The Baja spreading center segment comprises the northern segment of the East Pacific Rise from Antarctic to the
Southeastern Pacific Ocean. This spreading center is comprised of many small individual spreading rises and the
accompanying small transform faults. Figure 1 illustrates
there were 11 earthquakes recorded in that area.

Figure 11. Dec. 5, 2010
M 4.9, D 24 km.

Discussion
Of the three questions posed earlier, two have been
answered while the third remains unanswered. First, the
earthquakes observed off Mexico’s west coast are from motion
along the Rivera transform fault.
Second, apparently the Middle America subducting slab is
somewhat unique. Instead of the slab descending into the mantle at the trench, it remains horizontal for about 300 km and
then descends beneath the volcanoes. This phenomenon has
been named “flat slab subduction,” (Cal Tech Observatory).
The Cal Tech report also suggests that because the “flat slab”
is bordered by normal subduction zones, the volcanic arc bends
inland in this region.
Third, while not answered here, I strongly suspect the
waveforms have differing shapes due to the differing physical and chemical changes within the crust. For example, the
Baja spreading enter consists of thin, hot, young ocean crust
while the continental areas contain thicker, cooler continental
crust. The question of differing waveforms is worth pursuing.

Local Observations and Results
Figure 12. Sept. 10, 2011.
M 4.6, D 10 km.

Rio Grande Rift, Figures 13 and 14
The Rio Grande Rift trends north-south, from the Colorado
Plateau south to the Mexican state of Chihuahua, Mexico.
Although there are earthquakes, high heat flow, and recent
volcanism, it is not certain if the rift is active or failed.

Figure 13. April 28, 2011.
M 4.3, D 10.2 km.

Figure 14. May 2, 2011.
M 4.3, D 5.8 km.

The local earthquakes I have recorded demonstrate small
seismic events continually near my home, including an
earthquake on November 4, 2014 at 18:06:40 GMT (Figure
16). Normal earthquake waveforms decrease exponentially;
however, the waveforms from that unknown seismic event
(UKSE) do not. Using the equation (s-p) to plot travel times by
implying that the first and strongest amplitude is the p-wave
and second is the s-wave (Figure 17), a distance of 4.1° or 460
km is suggested. But other seismometers within the Texas
seismometer network would have detected that amplitude
and distance, which they did not. So I infer in the cases of
these UKSEs, that the (s-p) method is not applicable because
I don’t know the first arrival of the s-wave. There appear to
be two strong pulses of equal amplitude. These seismic waves
have a peak frequency of 0.533 Htz (1.88 sec period) with a
range of 0.12 – 1.13 Htz (0.34 – 0.884 sec period), Figure 18.
I wonder, what is the significance?
Although these events are not recorded on the seismometer
network in Texas with one exception, the events appear to
be real. They occur during the day, usually during the work
week. This timing implies that the events may be induced
by human activity. Are these events the result of quarrying,
oilfield hydrfracturing, or some sort of construction activity?
If only I had access to another seismometer or two in the area
of Dallas, I might pinpoint the source and deduce the causes
of these curious phenomena.

Pacific Ocean, Figure 15
One earthquake was recorded within the Pacific Plate, west
of Baja, California. I am not aware of its tectonic significance.

Figure 16 UKSE,
Nov. 4, 2014.

Figure 15. Dec. 14. 2012.
M 6.3, D 11.3 km.
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Figure 17. (s-p)
travel time plot of
UKSE.

Figure 18.
Fourier plot
suggests peak
frequency 0.583
Htz of UKSE.

M. Stephen Pierce (pierce@ectisp.net) is a consulting geologist with over 35 years of exploration experience worldwide.
While working with Superior Oil Co. and exploring for oil in
Israel in 1980, Mr. Pierce wrote a basin analysis for the state
of Israel at the government’s request. He explored Israel for
Zion Oil & Gas from 2006 to 2012. He presented a paper on the
Petroleum Potential of the Dominican Rp. to the 19th Geologic
Congress in Santo Domingo, Dominican Rp. Mr. Pierce briefly
taught geology at Navarro College, Corsicana, Texas. He holds
a BS degree in geology from Long Beach State University and
a Master’s in geology from San Diego State University.

TUNGSTEN
Jim Burnell, CPG-11609
dialjeemincolo@aol.com

Final Thoughts
They say, “you can’t teach an old dog new tricks.” But in
some cases I heartily disagree. From my EQ-1 seismometer
records of earthquakes in Mexico, I have observed seismic
evidence related to the transform faults of the Rivera Microplate and San Andreas Fault, active teconics in the Rio Grand
Rift, and the East Pacific Rise Baja Spreading center. And I
also recorded a bit of “flat slab subduction.”
I would recommend to any geologist who would like to gain
experience and knowledge of the relation of earthquakes and
tectonics to either build or invest in a small seismometer.
There are always surprises.
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Tungsten is a metal whose importance in our modern
economy continues to rise. The symbol for tungsten - W - originates from the Swedish name for the metal wolfram, seen in
the mineral wolframite, one of the ore minerals of tungsten.
Tungsten’s properties make it indispensable in industry.
Tungsten possesses the highest melting point of any metal
(3422o C) and a density as high as gold (19.3 g/cm3). Tungsten
retains its mechanical properties at high temperatures and
has the lowest coefficient of expansion of all metals. In the
form of tungsten carbide (WC), it is 6 times stiffer than steel
with a hardness near that of diamond. Tungsten is extremely
corrosion resistant.
Half of the world’s tungsten is used in the form of tungsten
carbide. End uses include drills and cutting tools, electrodes,
touch-screens, cemented carbides for powder, metallurgy,
machine wear parts, mining and construction, deep drilling,
fossil and nuclear power production, satellites, superalloys,
and heavy metal alloys. In short, modern industry cannot
function without tungsten.
Tungsten is near the top of a list developed by the British
Geological Survey of mineral commodities, of minerals that
are in danger of supply interruption. As if to emphasize the
listing, China has begun to impose export quotas on the metal.
Tungsten is not currently mined in the U.S. China produces
80% of the world output. Only five mines operate outside China
and Russia. China has moved from a net exporter of tungsten
to an importer in just the last five years. The U.S. does produce
some of our own tungsten from scrap, which makes up 30%
of supply worldwide.
The pricing of tungsten is complex, as it is marketed in
several forms. Ammonium paratungstate (known as APT)
is a white crystalline powder of high purity; ferrotungsten
is a master alloy of 75 to 85% tungsten used for steel alloys;
WO3 is marketed as a fine white powder. The price of WO3
has ranged from $8.63 to $20.50/pound from 2008 to 2013.
The price was at that high point in June 2013. Roskill, the
international metals broker, has predicted a growth of 6% per
year in tungsten usage.

USGS Earthquake Hazards Program Website.
www.aipg.org
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From Bone Dry to Soaking Wet –
A Commentary on Recent Flooding
Throughout Texas
Robert Font, CPG-3953
Over the past several years, large
portions of my home state of Texas have
experienced severe drought conditions.
For quite a while it seemed that we
could not even buy a drop of rain. Some
predicted the arid conditions to last for
many, many years. Those predictors
were proven wrong this spring season
of 2015. In the past few months we have
had our share of dangerous weather,
including tornadoes, hail and lighting
storms and, yes, heavy rains and related
floods. The pendulum has swung all the
way back in the other direction and now
we can’t stop the downpours.
The “National Weather Service” has
stated that over thirty-five trillion gallons of rain water have fallen in Texas
during May 2015, enough to cover the
entire state with 8 inches of water. Areas
experiencing flood devastation include
the cities of Wichita Falls, Cleburne,
Dallas, San Marcos, Wimberley,
Houston and many others (“Cleburne
Times Review,” “Dallas Morning News,”
“Houston Chronicle,” “USA Today,” etc.).
In the Greater Dallas Area, May 2015
has seen a record of over 16 inches of
rain, breaking the previous one set in
1982 by nearly 3 inches. Over 8 inches
of rain have soaked the Dallas region in
the last week of May alone. Throughout
the state, rivers and streams already
at flood stages (and still cresting) were
receiving millions of gallons of water
that were being released from over-filled
reservoirs and flood-control lakes.
As reported by Rick Jervis (“USA
Today,” May 27, 2015), Calily Bien
(KXAN) and many other news organizations, on May 24 the Blanco River at
Wimberley rose at a rate of 223 cubic feet
per second to an amazing 44 feet (12 to 14
feet per half-hour) destroying homes and
other man-made structures. According
to the National Weather Service, a “flood
stage” is achieved locally at 13 feet, with
a “major flood” occurring at 26 feet. The
author observed the Blanco River at San
Marcos on May 27 (Figures 1-2), witness-
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Figure 1. Debris from the flood waters of the
Blanco River near San Marcos, Texas; May 27,
2015. Photo by Hilma Font.

with 25 deaths in Texas alone. The
“Dallas Morning News” stated that on
May 28, a squall line stalled over Dallas
dumping more than 5 inches of rain in
just a few hours giving rise to various
road closures and home flooding (e.g.,
Duck Creek in Garland rose more than
30 feet). Various news media stated
that “Dallas Fire Rescue” crews have
responded to more than 270 calls over
those recent days.
Many North Texas reservoirs were
at full capacity and beyond, necessitating the release of excess water. Lavon
Lake is a 33 square mile fresh-water
impoundment located on the East Fork
of the Trinity River and near the author’s
home in Collin County near the city of
Wylie. According to “waterdatafortexas.
org,” prior to February 2015, Lavon Lake
was approximately 50% full and 12 feet
below the conservation pool with a water
level of around 480 feet. As of May 29,
2015, the reservoir was 100% full and
about 11.5 feet above the conservation
pool with a water level of more than 503
feet. On May 29, the author witnessed
the release of water from behind the dam
(Figure 3) with all 12 gates open.

Figure 2. The author surveys debris and sediment moved by the Blanco River near San
Marcos; May 27, 2015. Photo by Hilma Font.

ing some of the debris that the flowing
waters had transported. At San Marcos
on May 24, the Blanco River rose 5 feet in
15 minutes causing Interstate Highway
35 to temporarily close.
The “Associated Press” reported on
May 30 that 29 people have died as a
result of storms that started on Memorial
Day weekend in Texas and Oklahoma,

Figure 3. All twelve gates at Lavon Lake Dam
were open and releasing excess water into the
East Fork of the Trinity River; May 29, 2015.
Photo by Robert Font.

Flooded areas were visible and pervasive throughout many areas of Texas
(Fgures 4-5). Wildlife, as well as humans,
have been affected by the wet-weather
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from bone dry to soaking wet
patterns. For example, the author has
encountered several snakes on his property over the past few weeks (Figure 6).
In summary, we are certainly thankful that the multi-year drought has
ended, but we are now more than ready
for the rains to stop.

Figure 5. Flooded areas in Collin County, near Collin
College,Plano, Texas; May 29, 2015. Photo by Robert Font.

Figure 4. Drowned picnic tables at Collin Park Marina at
Lavon Lake, near Wylie, Texas; May 29, 2015. Photo by
Robert Font.

Figure 6. One of several snakes around the
author’s property, flushed
out by recent rains. Photo
by Robert Font.

Attention musically talented geoscientists!
Rockslide Rendezvous!

Announcing the First Annual Rockslide Rendezvous at the AIPG national conference in Anchorage, Alaska. Bring your guitar, harmonica, fiddle, or whatever you
play to an open mic jam session following the Awards Dinner and Entertainment on
Monday, September 21, 2015, at the Hilton Anchorage hotel. No particular proficiency
level required or guaranteed. Just come and have fun playing and singing your favorite songs! If you don’t play an instrument, singers are greatly encouraged and direly
needed to participate. Please join us for an evening of fun and fellowship in Anchorage!
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